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Thursday, August 9, 2001

Bush to
announce
stem-cell
decision
tonight

Committee hopes Ready To Go!
ordinance washes
away stormwater,
erosion problems

r!,

WACO, Texas (AP) — After
months of deliberations, President
Bush will announce his decision
tonight (Thursday) on whether to
resulting from the development will
allow federal funding for embryonic
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
be controlled or managed. The same
stem cell research.
Staff Writer
It's one of the
With the torrential rains of nearly standards apply to the issuing of
biggest decisions
two weeks ago still fresh on the building permits.
The ordinance also lines up with
of Bush's presiminds of most Murrayans, city offipitting
dency.
cials are hoping to establish an ordi- the city's current requirement that
many scientists
nance that will prevent many of the stormwater management facilities
and
research
problems that resulted from the be designed to retain the difference
in the pre-development and postadvocates against
storm.
anti-abortion
An ordinance dealing with development 25-year, 24-hour storm
forces. "I am fairstormwater conveyance and erosion event.
ly comfortable
It also states that the effects of a
control made it past the Murray City
with the decision
Couqcil's public works committee 100-year storm, like the one that
Bush
that the president
Tuesday evening. Now, it must occurred two weeks ago, must be
is going to make
receive approval from the council, considered and documented in the
and I'm very confident that the
design of all stormwater manageitself.
American people will be as well,"
The Murray City Council is ment facilities.
Health and Human Services
The most significant change the
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
Secretary Tommy Thompson said
ordinance would bring is in its
Thursday (tonight).
Morning
on ABC's "Good
According to Butch Seargent, requirements concerning erosion
America."
city director of planning and engi- control.
Thompson has been pushing the
Should the ordinance pass, an
neering, the ordinance would serve
president to let the research go fortwo distinct purposes: I. To put into erosion control permit would be
ward.
writing what city officials have been required for"any person engaging in
Bush intends to disclose his deciasking developers to ,do all along, a land disturbance activity within
sion in a 8 p.m. CDT nationally teland 2. To help prevent instances of the corporate boundaries of
evised address from his ranch,
soil erosion and runoff, such as Murray." The ordinance states that
where he is spending a month on
such a permit would be issued once
those that occurred recently.
vacation.
"We talk to people about this a sedimentation and erosion control
Bush spokesman An Fleischer
same stuff, but it's just not in writ- plan have been submitted and
said the speech would run about
approved.
ing," Seargent said.
eight to 10 minutes. He would not
Under the ordinance, contents of
According to Mark Workman of
disclose the president's decision.
control
erosion
and
sedimentation
a
assistwhich
Engineering,
Geotech
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo
At issue is federal support for
ed in drafting the ordinance, the new plan would include:
BACK TO SCHOOL TIME ... Calloway County High School students returned to classes today
research on cells extracted from
• The size, finished and existing
guidelines were composed based on
(Thursday) after summer vacation. All county schools opened this morning.
embryos that are left over from fersimilar ordinances in cities across slope and location of any cut or fills.
tility treatments. Supporters of such
•A general description of the prethe state.
research see great potential for med"Basically, what we did on the dominant soil types to be disturbed
ical breakthroughs: opponents insist
ordinance was pull all the different as indicated by the area soil and
it is wrong to use human embryos
ordinances we could get," Workman water conservation district or relifor research. In order to remove the
said. "The ordinance, we feel, able sources.
stem cell, the embryo must be
of
size
and
re-entered
and
location
general
The
•
overcompensated
then
Cornwell
road.
Murray,
BENTON, Ky. — Jason T. Cornwell, 24, of
addresses pretty much everything
destroyed.
the land area to be disturbed and the was injured after he lost control of his vehicle and skid- the roadway in a skid, the report said.
we would think of."
Stem cells are capable of develComwell's vehicle began to spin and left the roadFor example,the ordinance states extent to which the vegetation and ded into an earth embankment five miles south of
into any of the body's organs
oping
and
embankment
earth
an
striking
removed.
side
be
left
will
the
on
That no application for a preliminary topsoil
Benton on Jackson School Road. according to a report way
but not into a complete individual.
• The general location, volume from the Marshall County Sheriff's Department.
coming to rest.
or final plan of a subdivision will be
At approximately 6:54 a.m. on Monday, Aug. 6, ' Comwell was treated at the scene by Marshall These cells form inside an embryo a
approved unless it includes either a and type of soil or other materials to
than
other
areas
in
Cornwell was traveling northbound on Jackson School County EMS, and then taken to Marshall County few days after fertilization.
plan describing the manner in which be used for fill
By properly nurturing embryonic
stormwater erosion and sediment
Road when his vehicle went off the right side of the Hospital for further treatment.
III See Page 2
stem cells, experts say, they believe
they can grow new cells to restore
ailing organs in chronically ill
patients. For instance, new insulinproducing cells could be grown,
perhaps to cure diabetes.
"The president wants to share the
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
decision with the American people
Staff Writer
Members of the Murray Main Street Renaissance program himself so they can see and hear
received a grant from the state for $640,000 and wanted to why he came to the decision he
came to," Fleischer said."He wants
show their appreciation in a special way.
Main Street members gathered downtown Wednesday to share this directly with the
morning for a photo that will accompany a press release and American people."
The setting for the address will
"Thank You" letters to all the agencies and people who
a house on Bush's ranct.
be
funding.
the
secure
helped
Bush has wrestled for months
"We received the fifth largest amount in the state." said
whether to allow the funding.
with
Robin Taffler, director of the Murray Main Street program.
with a list of experts on
conferring
cycle."
"We have been supported every funding
the scientific, ethical and religious
The check totals the groups grants at $1.5 million.
"This is a major amount of money," Sen. Bob Jackson implications of the research.
He has insisted that political consaid."The Governor(Paul Patton)is extremely proud of what
were not part of his
siderations
West."
the
in
we have done
The Main Street program is a program promoted by Gov. deliberations. But his announcement is sure to please and disapPatton to revamp the downtown areas of several towns.
crucial blocs of the electorate.
point
our
got
we
"We negotiated and lobbied hard to make sure
Roman Catholic leadinstance.
For
is
"It
said.
Jackson
Sen.
share,"
fair
our
than
more
fair share,
Pope John Paul II.
including
ers,
easy to help the counties that help themselves.
him to bar the
urged
strongly
have
The grant money will go toward restoration projects such
unding.
more-parking
making
as changing building facades and
On the other hand, such conseraccessible.
Republicans as Sen. Orrin
vative
"Part of our goal is to make it safer, pedestrian friendly
Hatch of Utah and Sen. Strom
and vehicle friendly," Taffler said.
Thurmond of South Carolina have
She noted that the group has already started on restoring called for federal funding of such
the facades.
research because of the potential
"It makes a huge public difference." Taffler said. "It also payoff in treatment of a number of
BRANDI WILLIAMS Ledger & Times Photo
helps attain their property value."
diseases.
A BIG 'THANK YOU ... William Morris (far right), assistant to Murray Main Street program director Robin
The project will also include restoring the old post office
grant
program
Kentucky
Renaissance
Tattler, snaps a photograph of Main Street supporters with their latest
II See Page 2
check. The group received $640,000, the fifth largest amount in the state.

Murray man hurt in Marshall crash

Main Street shows appreciation for funds
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PoliceSheriff'sLogs Thompson named Senior V.P. at hospital
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• John R. Williams, 40, 6381 U.S. Highway 641 S., Hazel, was arrested Tuesday on charges of first-degree sodomy and three counts of thirddegree attempted rape. He is currently lodged in the Calloway County
Jail on $15,000 cash bond.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and citations
from respective agencies.
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Special to the Ledger
Mark Thompson has joined the
Murray-Galloway County Hospital
team as the new Senior V.P. of
Professional Services.
He has 10 years of healthcare
administration experience, as well
as another seven years of fiscal
management experience in hospitals.
"We are excited to have someone
with Mark's comprehensive background to join the healthc are team
here," said MCCH President/CEO
Isaac Coe.

"He
brings
strong
knowledge in all areas
of healthcare, but
especially in the
areas of planning, budgeting
and health network development."
Thompson
moved to Murray Thompson
from Sylva, N.C., where he served
the past 10 years as V.P. of
Administrative
Services
for

business is
burglarized KentuckyBriefs
BENTON, Ky. — On Aug. I.
Marshall
County
Sheriff's
Detectives were dispatched to
Carlson's Baits-N-Bullets in Aurora,
Ky., after an apparent burglary,
according to Det. Kevin Byars.
Upon arrival, the owner, Rick
Carlson, showed the detectives were
someone had taken a crow bar and
smashed the glass of the front door.
The crow bar was left behind at the

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Sabrina Steger hasn't been on a bicycle in
years. That will change Saturday when she begins the four-day, 190-mile
"People Pedaling Peace" bike ride from Hampton. Va., to Washington
D.C., to raise awareness about school violence.
"I'm getting a little worried," said Steger, mother of Heath High School
shooting victim Kayce Steger. "Realistically speaking, I don't know if I'm
going to make all the 190 miles. I think, as a nurse, it is my duty to stay
in the air-conditioned van and watch the other riders and hand them
Band-Aids and water."
Steger said 21 cyclists are signed up, including her daughter Becky,
17. a Heath High senior, and survivors of the Columbine High School and
Springfield, Ore., school shootings.
scene.
Money raised through the ride will help pay for the 2002 Gathering of
Someone then entered the busiSurvivors
of Violent Crime in Williamsburg, Va., Steger said.
ness and took approximately $1350
The bike ride will end with a rally at the Reflecting Pool on the U.S.
worth of cigarettes and tobacco Capitol Mall
on Aug. 14.
products, a release stated.
Anyone with information should
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A picture sometimes requires a thousand
contact the Marshall County words. In .this case, it's two pictures — both of former Miss America
Sheriff's
Department
Crime Heather French Henry in a brochure for a casino in Indiana.
Stoppers at 270-527-3112. If the
On Wednesday, Lt. Gov. Steve Henry asked that Argosy Casino and
information received leads to the Hotel withdraw the photos, taken when his wife was a professional model
arrest and conviction of the party working her way through college.
"They've not used these photos in some 3 1/2 to four years," Steve
responsible, a possible reward could
Henry
said in a telephone interview. "It just seems odd timing and inapbe given.
Informants will remain anony- propriate that they would use them now that she's second lady of
Kentucky."
mous.
An official at Argosy headquarters in Alton, Ill., said the brochure for
the casino and hotel at Lawrenceburg, Ind., would not be withdrawn but
would not be reprinted, either. Once the supply is gone, photos will be
reshot at company expense, Dan Marshall, vice president and director of
•••
Tivestor relations. said.
But an official at the Indiana casino said the brochures have been
around since 1999. "She's been on bilboards before." said Fred
From Page 1
McCarter, a spokesman for the casino.
building and courthouse.
The Henrys apparently had little or no recourse if Argosy ignored their
"We are excited about the revi- request, as Steve Henry conceded. -Once you're a model, they own
talization efforts downtown and we those pictures, and they can use them when she's 105 years old, and
are fortunate that a portion of that there's not too much anyone can do about it," he said. "They could put
will go towards the old courthouse," her picture on a can of dog food."
The brochure shows Heather Henry smiling and embracing an
Calloway County Judge-Executive
unidentified male model. Another photo depicts her by a slot machine.
Larry Elkins said.
She is not identified but is recognizable.

• Main St.

!CIGARETTES TAKE BOT11.1
It's time we made
smoking history.

For information on Quit Smoking classes in your area call
1-888-245-3902
/\11 Sponsored by

1101

Purchase District Health Dept
•

WestCare Health System. During
the last four years, he also served as
Executive Director of Western
Regional
Healthcare
Physician/Hospital Organization.
"Murray is an impressive community," Thompson said. "The hospital has earned a great reputation
for excellence and has the potential
for even greater growth and
progress. My family and I are honored to associated with MCCH and
are enjoying getting to know everyone."
Thompson is a graduate of the

University of Washington and has a
master's in Business Administration
from Seattle University. Prior to
hospital administration, he worked
as an auditor for Peat Marwick
Accounting Firm, accounting manager for Children's Hospital and
Medical Center in Seattle and controller for Pacific Medical Center,
also in Seattle.
He and his wife. Georgie, have a
daughter, BriAna, who is almost two
years old. Mark's three older children are Trisha (21), Cliff (19), and
Adam (17).

Union will represent first
of Kentucky's employees
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A
health-care union has announced it
will represent about 2,000 state
employees who are the first to seek
representation under an executive
order that Gov. Paul Patton issued in
May.
The order allows more than
30,000 state employees to choose
labor unions to represent them on a
council that would advise the governor on issues like wages and working conditions.
State employees had previously
not been allowed to join unions.
Workers could not strike or
engage in other work stoppages
under Patton's order, but unions
could collect dues through payroll
deduction.
The 2,000 employees work at
state health facilities at three health

centers across the state. Health Care
Workers
United
announced
Wednesday its intention to represent
them.
Health Care Workers United is an
alliance of the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal
Employees and the Service
Employees International Union —
two of the largest and fastest-growing AFL-CIO internationals.
Gloria Chatmond, a licensed
practical nurse, said the alliance
makes sense to her.
"They have the experience negotiating for fair promotions and seniority," she said.
Chatmond, who is employed by a
state community group home in
Fern Creek, said she has been
passed over for promotions she
thinks she deserved, while others
with less experience were promoted.

• Stormwater
From Page 1

The ordinance sets a goal of having all areas of the city vegetated or
the roadway.
stabilized within 18 months of its
• Location and description of passage.
existing natural features on the site,
The fee for being found in violasuch as contours, vegetation and tion of any part of the ordinance
drainage ways.
would $250 per violation per day as
• Measures that will be taken to long as the violation continues. In
contain the sedimentation to the addition to that penalty, the city
subject property, both during and would also be able to recover reaafter construction.
sonable attorney fees, court costs
• Measures that will be taken to and other expenses incurred in any
limit erosion of the subject property enforcement proceedings against
both during and after construction.
the person in violation.
• The approximate length of time
What the ordinance does not deal
that specific portions of the pro- with, however, are the proposed fees
posed development will lie unvege- the city would use in establishing a
tated, including the approximate drainage utility fund.
date it will be disturbed and the
The fee would be based on the
approximate date it will be reseeded equivalent units (EUs)a residential,
or planted.
commercial or industrial property
• The type of plant material that has. EUs are the measuring unit of
will be planted, the approximate areas on properties that are impervitime frame for planting and the per- ous to water.
sons who will be responsible for the
The city would likely use a figure
planting.
of 2,500 square feet to equal one
Perhaps the most significant EU. The public works committee
aspect of the erosion control section had discussed a monthly fee of
of the ordinance is its requirement $2.50 per EU, but opted to hold off
that disturbed areas must be stabi- making a recommendation to the
lized within 30 days of the day a site council.
is stripped. While Workman said
The city has dedicated $200,000
some of the ordinances he reviewed of its own money, plus $50,000 in
had periods of longer than 30 days, state funds, to combat drainage
he feels the time period is adequate problems next year. That cost could
for a developer to stabilize the ero- jump significantly in two years,
sion of soil from factors such as rain though, when the Environmental
that will not only harm their proper- Protection Agency (EPA) will
ty, but can be a detriment to other require Murray to meet additional
property owners and citizens, as stormwater quality guidelines.
well.
An
estimate from
GRW
Exemptions from the erosion Engineers Inc. of Lexington stated
permit include land disturbance that under the new EPA guidelines, a
associate with one- and two-family community of 15,000 people could
dwellings; use of land for home gar- expect annual costs ranging from
dening; agricultural use of land $20,850 to $117,450.
which is used in accordance with a
"Twenty-thousand dollars is not
farm conservation plan; and land even going to touch it," Workman
disturbance activities covered under said.
an approved subdivisions sedimenThe key to getting the fees up
tation and erosion plan.
and running, though, is first getting
The ordinance also makes an the ordinance passed. Seargent said.
attempt at trying to clean up existing
"Stormwater is not an exact scisites by requiring all existing unveg- ence," he said. "We're not saying
etated areas within the city to submit we've come up with a gospel here,
and have approved a sedimentation but we've tried to come up with
and erosion control plan within six something to get the utility started."
months of its passage.
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New exhibit
is honor to
Henry Co.
agriculture

Justice Dept.
asked to probe
2000 elections
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department should immediately investigate claims that the
2000 elections were unfair and violated people's civil rights, says a
today
issued
report
being
(Thursday) by a panel of election
administrators.
The new report focuses on the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights'
June finding that black voters' ballots were disproportionately tossed
out. "Allegations reported to the
national Commission on Civil
Rights during its hearings on
Election 2000 are serious and must
be investigated," says the report.
A Justice spokesman responded
that complaints have been investigated as they came up ever since the
election.
The new report was put together
by a task force of about three dozen
elections officials and sponsored by
the Election Center, a nonpartisan,
nonprofit center created to help elections officials do their jobs.
"Since the allegations are so serious and can have such a major
impact on any proposed congressional legislation affecting elections,
it is critical that the Justice
Department appoint investigators
immediately." the report said.
Florida was won by Republican
George Bush after the closest election in more than a century. The
election was plagued with allegations that ballots were confusing and
black voters were harassed at the
polls.
The civil rights commission's
June report said that more than half
of the rejected ballots were cast by
black voters, even though they made
up only one in 10 voters. The commission also found that disabled voters and those with language barriers
had trouble voting. It suggested
widespread violations of the Voting
Rights Act. Two commission members appointed by Republicans
strongly dissented.
Doug Lewis, executive director
of the Election Center, said it is
Justice
the
that
important
Department thoroughly investigate
,all of the complaints made to the
civil rights commission and determine their legitimacy. He said any
public perception that the elections
were fair is just as important as
whether there were actual problems.
A Justice Department spokesman

PAGE 3
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said elections complaints were
investigated as soon as they were
made.
"Since the November election,
the Department of Justice received
thousands of complaints from citizens about the election," said Dan
Nelson, a spokesman for the
agency's civil rights division. "All
but 12 of those (in Florida) were
closed by early January and the
Department of Justice continues to
investigate these 12." He would not
specify the nature of those complaints.
Some complaints in other states
are also being investigated, Nelson
said.
The civil rights commission's
six-month investigation of the contested Florida vote found the election was plagued by faulty machinery, problems with access to polling
places and faulty purging of voter
rolls.
The task force rejected the suggestion that most election problems
were caused by the much-criticized
punchcard voting system.
And it dismissed any legislation
that would impose widespread federal election rules on the states.
The Election Center's report follows the release of an election study
headed by former presidents Carter
and Ford, and a report from the
bipartisan, nonprofit organization at
Georgetown University, known as
the Constitution Project.
The Election Center task force
also recommended:
• Local canvassing boards must
be bipartisan or nonpartisan. In
some localities, the canvassing
board is made up strictly of one
party, usually the dominant party in
that county.
• Statewide rules for when counties must hold a recount should be
uniform and not differ from one county to the next.
• The news media should refrain
from projecting election night results
until 11 p.m. Eastern time.
• No legislation should be enacted
forcing uniform poll hours throughout
the nation.
• Congress should study the benefits and costs of a national holiday
for voting.
• Poll worker training should
include special sensitivity to race,
ethnic background and disabilities.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times Photo

COVER GIRL ... Murray Ledger & Times Publisher Alice Rouse (third from right) presents In
Our Backyard "cover girl" Josie Dwyer with a framed cover of the magazine, which was published by the Ledger &Times last month. With Josie are (kr) sister Molly, mom Kelly, who's
holding brother Davis. Also representing the Ledger are advertising sales representative
Janet Walker (second from right) and advertising manager Slone Hutchison.

Sundquist: Lawmakers need 'dose of courage'
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- on its 6 percent sales tax, which done in three sessions and two speChanging Tennessee's tax system accounts for more than half the cial sessions? It doesn't make any
will require "a little dose of state's revenue and is unable to keep sense," Sundquist said.
Sundquist said he and House
courage" for lawmakers and a whole up with growing government needs.
lot of consensus among Gov. Don He proposed business taxes, expan- Speaker Jimmy Naifeh "are on the
Sundquist and the speakers of the sion of the sales tax to services and same page" on tax reform but that he
House and Senate, the governor said exempted items, and income tax and Senate Speaker John Wilder
plans, but none has gotten the neces- "aren't even on the same book."
Wednesday.
Wilder has been heavily critiSundquist said he was disap- sary support.
Unless he believes there is agree- cized this year for a perceived lack
pointed by legislators who voted
Tuesday to override his veto of a ment on one plan, Sundquist says he of leadership and duplicity on the
$19.6 billion budget that requires no won't call lawmakers back to tax issue. Two years ago. Wilder
new tax revenue, uses up four years Nashville this fall for a special ses- asked his top lieutenant, Senate
Speaker Pro Tern Robert Rochelle,
worth of tobacco settlement pay- sion on taxes.
"Why waste the taxpayers' to iSursue an income tax plan; last
ments and requires hundreds of milmoney to come down here and sit year Wilder signed a pledge that he
lions of dollars in cuts.
"I hoped that clear minds and around and do the same thing we've would not vote for an income tax.
courageous leadership would prevail
on the floors of the House and
Senate. But that was not to be,"
Sundquist said.
"What prevailed instead was a
The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
willingness to sit back and watch as
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste
Tennessee falls further behind in
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun
education, further behind in caring
for our elderly and further behind
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
when it comes to the well being of
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order
our most vulnerable citizens."
We also have Thai Beer.
The governor has spent the past
please come and fry us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
So,
three years searching for a way to
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328
make the state tax system less reliant

Thai's Corner

Restaurant

PARIS, Tenn. - - Henry County
citizens can celebrate the fall harvest a little sooner than usual this
Saturday, Aug. I I, as tbe Heritage
Center opens its new autumn exhibit, "Shine On Harvest Moon: The
of
County
History
Henry
Agriculture."
Scheduled to begin at 4 p.m. and
conclude around 7 p.m., the opening will feature a comprehensive
display highlighting agricultural
tools, stories, photographs and documents all relevant to Henry
County, Tenn.
In addition to the exhibit opening, the Heritage Center will offer a
free "Family Farm Day." Original
craftsmen and women will be on
site demonstrating arts which were
so important to every day farm life.
Quilters, ferriers, basket weavers
and chair caners will explain the
process, history and importance of
their crafts to visitors.
The Henry County Farm Bureau
will also be sponsoring a free farm
petting zoo for the children and
"old-time" country music will be
played throughout the day.
This is the third of four Heritage
Center exhibits for the year 2001
and will remain on display until
Oct. 26. The center is located at 614
N'orth Poplar St.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

5.75%
(August, 2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dales However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o.Since early surrender
charges apply. please Call for details

BOB CORNELISON
STUART ALEXANDER
TIM THURMOND
ANDY DUNN

753-4703
Ad #99AN%

FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR

MURRAY • 753-8322

CENTER •

SHOPPING

IT DDLAUOTO
AUGUST 10TH 8,„ • •TH

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
August 10 & II • 10 a.m.Til Supplies Last

Great Things Are Cookin' Outside!
Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound
$500

lb.

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

$12e.
Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken

"Finger
Lickin' Good'9
Whole
Slab Ribs

$200

ea.

They're Great!
10010.4.N.4,

NEW!!!
Boneless
Pork Chop
Sandwich

$200

ea.

GROUND CHUCK

$298

‘,40.

Each

VIDALIA

ONIONS
28
*01
-ii"
Fri & Sat Only

Family Pack
Fri tt,,at tinh

& Sat. Only

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!

$10

$200

r

IMISSOURI

WATERMELONS

Fresh
Pork BBQ
Sandwiches
ea.

Rib Eye
Sandwich

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

Hamburgers

CHICKEN
LEG QUARTERS

2for$1"
10 a.m. til 2 p.m. Only

rNATURAL STREAMS
DRINKING WATER

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

4W

78'

$3
80
2Se Lb.
10 Lb. Bag

Only

6.4 Oz.

GaBaa Jug
Fri. & Sat Only

Fri. & S9109119,6

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!
Smoked
Turkey Breast
6 lb. Avg.

Great

°°ea.
$15
Call ahead to
avaiIabili

4ROM OUR DELI

43EST YET

CORN,PEAS OR
GREEN BEANS

4.21
Fri. & Sat. Only

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

400D GIANT

SANDWICH
BREAD

48e
24 ca.Lad

. 21
\:
& Sat Otil

New" SMOKED SAUSAGE SANDWICH — 2 for $3.00

Marty, Marty More GREAT SPECIALS...
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Agree Or Not

I
.

By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist

Colleges
cooperating?!?
How novel!
FRANKFORT. Ky. — There
have been any number of encouraging developments since Gov. Paul
Patton used a large portion of his
first inaugural address to challenge
Kentucky's system of higher education to get off its historically
mediocre duff and improve itself —
or else.
The first came only a few months
later, when Patton took on the allpowerful University of Kentucky
hierarchy, alumni and community
college appendages before the
General Assembly and succeeded in
wrestling the colleges out of UK
control and into its own, separate
governing system alongside the
state's technical colleges.
Then the General Assembly took
the extraordinary step of following
Patton's lead by investing hundreds
of millions of tax dollars in buying
not fancy new buildings or basketball arenas, but minds — the best
that are available — to come to the
state and teach at the state's two top
research institutions, UK and the
University of Louisville, in a program known as "Bucks for Brains."
And contrary to most expectations, those two universities, plus
most of the regional universities,
surprising skill in raising
show
matching millions to meet the Bucks
for Brains challenge.
Individual alumni and donors
have come forth with big checks,
business and industry have responded genetdusly. and the result is a
growing list of diatnguished faculty
•that will be the key to meeting
Patton's overall goal set in that 1995
inaugural address — making UK
and UofL among the top research
universities in the country within
two decades.
But of all the impressive
improvements in higher education
over the last six years, none bodes
better for the future than an
announcement here last week about
the opening of a state office in
Washington D.C.,that in large measure will be a joint venture of UK and
UofL.
A joint venture between two
institutions located barely 100 miles
apart who have been rivals for generations for basketball supremacy
(and most recently football)? Where
a dollar appropriated for one medical school automatically demanded
another tax dollar for the other med-

From e

ical school ... and law school and
engineering school and dental
school.
Apparently, UofL President John
Shumaker and UK's new President
Lee Todd actually have had the
novel (for Kentucky, anyway) idea
to sit down together and work cooperatively and in collaboration on
issues, including the Washington
office, to seek greater federal
research money for both institutions
How utterly extraordinary!
This, of course, is entirely new
higher education territory being
opened up. As one of the poorer
states in the nation, Kentucky has
been financing, more often than not
with scarce tax dollars, duplicating
programs at UK and UofL separated
only by a short stretch of Interstate
64.
And while those programs sometimes achieved high distinction at
one end of the interstate or the other,
the diluted tax money for higher
education all too often meant second-rate at both universities rather
than first-rate at one of them.
It is, of course, the two presidents
themselves who offer the most
promise for this pioneering cooperation between Lexington and
Louisville to succeed. Neither is
hampered by the parochial attitude
that infused Kentucky higher education for decades — that the bottom
budget line was more important than
what that tax money actually produced.
Mediocrity in the classroom was
acceptable as long as the cash rolled
in from Frankfort, and no one
objected if it went for grand buildings instead of faculty salaries.
But however bold this approach
is, Shumaker and Todd must be careful. The rivalry between their two
universities is too old and too deep
to disappear without a fight. The
first time the Washington office produces a big research grant for UofL.
Todd will begin hearing that the
money rightly belongs to the state's
flagship university. When UK bags a
lucrative research grant that UofL
also would like. Shumaker's loyalty
will be questioned.
With these two, there's a good
chance they can rise above that long
rivalry, and the result will be of
enormous benefit to each of their
universities.

Mouths

By The Associated Press

"Obviously with all the hype that's been done in the media,
there has to be a little disappointment. But how can you be
real disappointed with a half-million?"
— Lester Erwin of Easley, S.C., who got $577,610 at
auction for "Shoeless" Joe Jackson's bat,"Black Betsy,"
one of sports' most fabled artifacts.
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Washington Today
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer

Foreign policy differences lurk for Bush
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Powell, for instance, had no
Differences with other nations over
sooner declared in March that a diaU.S. foreign policy are deep and
logue begun by the Clinton adminisclear for all to see — global warmtration with North Korea would be
ing, missile defense, germ warfare.
continued than he was overruled by
Less obvious are the internal differthe White House.
ences among President Bush's key
To make matters worse, the
advisers.
about-face was executed while
The differences don't quite measSouth Korean President Kim Daeure up to the fierce friction, for
jung, an ardent supporter of talking
instance, in the Carter administrato Pyongyang, was on a visit to
tion between Secretary of State
Washington.
Cyrus Vance and Zbigniew
Powell also is the odd-man out
.Brzezinski, the White House nationon the test ban treaty, the only key
al security adviser.
adviser to the president to have pubVance ultimately resigned over
licly supported it.
the ill-fated attempt to rescue
Is this a big deal? Not according
American hostages from Iran that
to Powell, a former chairman of the
had been approved by Brzezinski
U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff who
Pres. Bush
and all other Cabinet members.
learned about infighting and what he
More quietly, in the Reagan held both jobs.
calls "this noise level" in
Leslie Gelb, president of the Washington during the Reagan and
administration, Secretary of State
George P. Shultz and Defense Council on Foreign Relations, puts senior Bush administrations.
Secretary Caspar
Weinberger the current friction in perspective.
When there are differences,"peo"There have been bigger splits ple take it to the level of a capital
opposed trading weapons to Iran for
freeing American hostages, but within administrations over foreign crime," Powell said last week.
policy than today," he said, pointing
other advisers prevailed.
"Do we have differences? Sure,"
Back in the Nixon administra- to the tougher line Weinberger want- Powell said. "Do we argue about
tion, Security Adviser Henry A. ed to take toward Russia compared things? Sure. Do we have to debate
Kissinger effectively operated as to the approach favored by Shultz.
issues from time to time? Yes."
"In fact," Gelb said, "the biggest
Secretary of State. Outmaneuvered,
Often,the arguments are between
William P. Rogers finally gave up gulf is not so much within the Powell and Rumsfeld. The defense
administration as between the U.S. secretary, for instance, has spoken of
the job.
It wasn't so much they disagreed, and its major allies around the ending military training programs
but that Kissinger was on a foreign world."
for African peacekeeping forces.
The differences among Secretary Powell favors the programs.
policy track that Rogers o(ten was
unaware of, especially the opening of State Colin Powell, Vice
On the Balkans, Rice had said
of diplomatic relations with President Dick Cheney, Defense during the presidential campaign the
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld and time had come to pull back on U.S.
Communist China.
Kissinger was appointed to suc- White House Security Adviser peacekeeping operations. And
ceed Rogers in 1973 while also Condoleezza Rice are registered Rumsfeld looked for ways to do it in
holding on to his post at the White Behind closed doors.
the first months of the administraSometimes they surface, though, tion.
House for two more years.
Afterward, he mused that the giving the Bush administration the
Powell, meanwhile, assured the
only time a White House security look of speaking with many voices. NATO allies the United States
adviser and a secretary of state were Occasionally, it is awkward for the would stay the course in Bosnia and
in complete accord was when he United States.
Kosovo.

A compromise appears to be
emerging. A few hundred U.S. soldiers have been brought home with
the explanation the troops' role was
changing.
"There is no real space between
us," Powell insisted during a joint
news conference with Rumsfeld in
Australia last week.
Rumsfeld brushed aside any
notion of a rift. "Are you trying to
find some daylight between Colin
and me?" he asked reporters, flashing a grin.
Still, Rumsfeld, Cheney and Rice
tend to be more hardline than the
moderate Powell. Differences
between Powell and Rumsfeld also
are due partly to their different constituencies.
Powell represents the State
Department,
Rumsfeld
the
Pentagon. It is Powell who has to
deal with world leaders who favor
the more conciliatory stance toward
China and Russia that has emerged
in recent weeks.
And it is Powell who must deal
with Arab leaders who want U.S.
pressure applied to Israel.
Mostly, he has resisted. But the
State Department has taken a somewhat tougher line on Israel than the
White House or Cheney, who
showed some understanding last
week for Israel's raids on suspected
terrorists' headquarters. Powell, on
the other hand, has told Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon that such targeting is wrong.
EDITOR'S
NOTE—Barry
Schweid has covered U.S. diplomacy for The Associated Press
since 1973.

AP News Analysis

Letters to the Editor policy...
Letters must be brief(approximately
100 words). Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. Please
include name, address and telephone
number with the letter.
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Democrats mad that Republicans backed Green Party
SEATTLE(AP) — State Democratic leaders
said they were angry that a prominent
Republican couple helped a Green Party legislative candidate get into a race that could swing
the balance of power in the Legislature.
Stan Shore. a longtime GOP strategist, organized a convention and helped pay the filing fee
for Young S. Han. 18, to run for a House seat
from Snohomish County. Shore and his wife,
Leslie Donovan. made a $250 contribution to
assist with the fee. Han said.
Democrats and Green Party activists claim
Shore and Donovan, a former Republican staff
member, promoted the Green Party candidates
so they would be in a better position to take
xotes away from Democrats and thus help
Republicans get elected. Shore and Donovan
deny the allegations.
The state House is deadlocked 49-49, and
Democrats could capture the majority if they
win the seat, now held by a Republican.
Jim Kainber, executive director of the state
Democratic Party, said there is often speculation
that people enter races to take votes from another party. "but to have it so obviously done and

orchestrated by Republican consultants is just
shocking."
Green Party Chairwoman Kara Ceriello
called the tactics "dirty tricks."
"It's just too weird," Ceriello said Tuesday.
"It's pretty clear they want to siphon votes from
Democrats and destroy the Greens at the same
time."
The Olympia couple say they were working
to help a struggling third party.
"I for sure want a Green Party candidate to
win," Shore said. "Maybe it's the difference
between business and personal views."
Michael Jepson, a 21-year-old computer-systems operator, said Donovan also helped persuade him to run for King County Council and
offered to pay his filing fee. Jepson has decided
to drop out of the race, the Seattle PostIntelligencer reported Wednesday.
"I'm not putting any effort forth" on the campaign. Jepson told the newspaper. "I would warn
anyone before they go into politics: Do a lot of
research on who's bringing you in and who's
backing you and who your true friends are.
because in politics I don't think there is such a
4

thing as a true friend."
Green Party leaders say they plan to go to
court to have Jepson removed from the ballot.
According to Jepson, Donovan said she
would help come up with money to pay his
$979.07 filing fee. The day he filed, a $1,000
check was deposited in his account by a company he did not recognize, Jepson said.
Han said he wanted to challenge a corrupt
political system when he entered the race, but
now feels like he was used as a pawn. Han said
Shore approached him and wanted to help,
though he had initial fears that Shore might be
planning to undermine the party.
"I was a bit wary of this guy at first," Han
said. Shore placed an advertisement for the
Green convention without Han's approval, Han
said.
"But then he worked with us, not against us
in any way," he said.
Both Han and Jepson say they plan to return
the money.'This sort of backroom deal is exactly what people are angry about in politics," said
Jim Kainber, executive director of the state
Democratic Party.
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Wickliffe Mounds offers new class

Mrs. Katie Violet
Adams
Mrs. Katie Violet Adams, 88,
Murray, formerly of the Coldwater
community, died today, Thursday,
Aug. 9 , 2001, at 2:20 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Garnett Adams,
died in 1987. Born May 7, 1913, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Clarence
Morgan and Bernice Cochran
Morgan.
Mrs. Adams was a member of
Coldwater Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Phyllis Furgerson, Murray;
one son, Dallas Adams, Mayfield;
one sister, Mrs. Rachel Adams,
Murray; four grandchildren, Adam
Furgerson, Amy Collins, Jill Adams
and D.G. Adams; two great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Reba Mae
Fain

Ms. Debra Lee
Jenkins-Belt
Ms. Debra Lee Jenkins-Belt, 45,
Grand Rivers, died Tuesday, Aug. 7,
2001, at her home.
Employed as a gardener at Patti's
1880s Settlement in Grand Rivers,
she was also a member of a Garden
Club.
Survivors include two daughters,
Ms. Danielle Belt and Mrs. Ashley
Ottway and husband, Richard, all of
Paducah; her parents, Jimmy and
Betty Lou Jenkins, Benton; five sisters, Mrs. Linda Croft, Calvert City,
Constance
El-Bendari,
Mrs.
Panama City, Fla., Mrs. Michelle
Hainsworth, Murray, Mrs. Peggy
Hobbs, Calvert City, and Mrs.
Jamie Morgan, Owensboro.
The funeral will be today
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. Tom Starks will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplelawn
Cemetery, Paducah.
Visitation is now at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Dorothy
Mae Crouch

WICKLIFFE, Ky. - Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center announces
a new workshop in the Native
American Technology Education
Program series: Moccasin Making.
Tressa Brown, museum curator at
Salato Wildlife Education Center,
will conduct the hands-on work-

LOS ANGELES(AP)-A president's daughter whose political
ambitions
unfulfilled,
went
Maureen Reagan established her
legacy as a tireless crusader against
the disease that forced her father
into seclusion.
The oldest child of former
President Reagan and his first wife,
actress Jane Wyman, traveled the
nation nearly nonstop in the final
years of her life, ignoring her own
declining health as she spread the
word about Alzheimer's patients
and their caregivers.
consider this his unfinished
work," she once told the
Sacramento Bee. "If this were any
other disease, my father would be
out telling people what they needed
to know."
On Wednesday, at age 60, she
lost her own health battle-against
skin cancer. Maureen Reagan died
at her home in Granite Bay, near
Sacramento.
Her death brought an outpouring
of condolences from former presidents, political officials and
Alzheimer's activists.
"Maureen was a devoted, caring

daughter and mother. She fought
tirelessly to increase funding for
Alzheimer's research and raise public awareness of the disease,"
President Bush said from Crawford,
Texas, where he is vacationing.
The former president's daughter
was diagnosed with melanoma, the
deadliest form of skin cancer, five
years ago. Despite intensive
chemotherapy, radiation and other
treatments, and a period of apparent
remission, the disease had recently
spread to her brain.
"Ronnie and I loved Mermie
very much. We will miss her terribly," her stepmother, Nancy
Reagan, said in a statement. The
former first lady broke the news to
her husband at their Bel-Air home.
A Republican since childhood she knocked on doors for Dwight
Eisenhower's 1952 presidential
campaign - Maureen Reagan cochaired the Republican National
Committee from 1987 to 1989 and
twice sought public office herself.
She lost a primary election bid
for a U.S. Senate seat from
California to fellow Republican
Pete Wilson in 1982 and finished

Watergate gap re-examined

Bayer pulls
cholesterol drug
WASHINGTON (AP)-A cholesterol-lowering drug taken by
700,000 Americans - Bayer
Pharmaceutical's Baycol - was
pulled off the market Wednesday
because of muscle destruction
linked to 31 U.S. deaths and at
least nine more fatalities abroad.
Baycol is one of an extraordinarily popular family of drugs
called statins that dramatically
lower cholesterol and reduce
patients' risk of heart attacks. Yet
every statin has been linked to
very rare reports of the muscle side
effect called rhabdomyolysis.
The millions of Americans who
take any of five other statins sold
here should not panic, Food and
Drug Administration physicians
said.
Baycol has been linked to significantly more fatal cases than its
competitors, said FDA's Dr. John

Jenkins. So, he said, there are no
plans to strengthen existing warnings or take other action against
the other statins - Mevacor,
Pravachol, Zocor, Lescol and
Lipitor.
Still, people suffering muscle
pain who take any of those statins
should report it to their physicians,
because they may need a lower
dose or a change in medication.
Jenkins said.
Baycol is the 12th prescription
drug to have been taken off the
U.S. market because of dangerous
side effects since 1997. Some critics said many of those bans happened because FDA, under political pressure, had sped up drug
approvals during the 1990s.
Baycol was not a "fast-track"
drug: The agency spent 11 months
reviewing it before approving it in
1997.

itZ
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

(270) 759-4007

Fu Serivce Salon

The registration fee is $45 for
each session or $80 for both. To register, send a check payable to
KDFWR at P.O. Box 155, Wickliffe
Ky. 42087 and indicate session(s)
preference.
Wickliffe Mounds Research
Center is affiliated with Murray

State University. The center is open
daily from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and is
located in Wickliffe, Ky.
Admission to the museum is $4
for adults, $3.75 for senior adults,
$3 for children ages 6-11 and under
6 are admitted free. For more information, call (270) 335-3681.

Maureen Reagan dies after cancer battle Former

Mrs. Reba Mae Miller Fain, 83,
Rayburn Road, Murray. Lynn
Grove community, died Wednesday,
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy
Aug. 8, 2001, at 3:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Mae Crouch will be today
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is (Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
in charge of arrangements.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. George Culp and the Rev.
Harry Yates will officiate. Jimmy
Wilson will be pianist.
Pallbearers will be Clovis Green,
Ronnie Babb, Harvey Hurd, Dan
Jeremy Max Mitchell, 21, Darnell, Ralph Darnell and Al
Smyrna, Ga., formerly of Murray, Bazzell. Burial will follow in
died Monday, Aug. 6, 2001.
Salem Cemetery, Lynn Grove.
He was an independent electriVisitation is now at the funeral
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
cian.
home.
government is giving audio experts
His brother, Bobby Free
Mrs. Crouch, 86, St. Rt. 121
Mitchell, and grandparents. John North, Murray, died Tuesday, Aug. a chance to solve an old mystery of
Watergate: What was in that 18 1/2and Hontas Mitchell and Peggy 7, 2001, at 2:15 p.m. at Western
minute gap on a Nixon tape recordHall, all preceded him in death.
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
ed three days after the break-in.
Survivors include his fiancee,
Her husband, Ralph Crouch,
But first the experts have to
Crystal Wicker, parents, Danny died Nov. 26, 1983. Born July 31,
prove themselves, showing they can
Mitchell and Christie Mitchell, and 1915, in McCracken County, she
really retrieve voices from test
uncle and aunt. Jackie and Danise was the daughter of the late William
recordings that have been erased Mitchell, all of Georgia; grandfa- Babb and Mary Effie Babb.
without mangling the original tapes.
ther, Calvin Hall, New Concord;
Mrs. Crouch was a member of
The National Archives on
two uncles and aunts, Michael and Coldwater Baptist Church.
Wednesday
announced ground rules
Jill Rusnak, Hazel, and Mike and
Survivors include one son, Ricky
for
recording
specialists who think
Deb Ernstberger, Murray; several Crouch and wife, Tammie, Stella
able to turn the gap,
they
might
be
cousins.
community,‘,Murray; two grandclicks, hisses and
now
a
series
of
The funeral will be Friday, Aug. children, David Crouch and Marci
buzzes,
into
intelligible
speech.
10, in the chapel of CasteIlaw Crouch, both of Murray; one sister,
determine
"The
tests
will
Smyrna,
Ga.
Burial
Funeral Home,
Mrs. Nola Fisk, and one brother,
whether they have the technology of
will follow in Crestlawn Cemetery, Armon Babb, both of Mayfield.
retrieving voices - or whatever
Atlanta, Ga.
was on the original tape, and that the
tape will come back to us in its original condition," said archives

Jeremy Max
Mitchell

shops at Wickliffe Mounds, Aug. 25.
Brown will lead participants
through the process of making traditional leather moccasins.
Deer hide or soft-soled moccasins will be taught from 9 a.m.noon, and elk hide or hard-soled
moccasins taught from 1-4 p.m.

spokeswoman Susan Cooper.
Results of a series of three tests,
which sound specialists will have to
complete at no cost to the government, will determine whether any
actual recovery work will be
allowed on the fragile 1972 original.
It is stored at 65 degrees in a vault at
the archives in College Park, Md.
Those who qualify will compete for
a contract to do the job.

Subscribe

second in a 1992 Republican primary for a California congressional
seat.
"Maureen was great fun," said
Wilson, who served as both a senator and governor of California.
"Outspoken and articulate, blessed
with boundless energy, she
crammed a lot of living and a lot of
laughter into her too-short 60
years."
Blessed with a gift of gab that
some said was even more impressive than her father's, Maureen
Reagan was an outspoken feminist
who sometimes clashed with her
father politically. Issues they never
agreed on included abortion rights
and an equal rights amendment to
the Constitution.
Despite their disagreements, they
were remembered as fiercely loyal
to one another.
"Like all fathers and daughters,
there was a unique bond between
them," Nancy
Reagan said
Wednesday. "Maureen had his gift
of communication, his love of politics, and when she believed in a
cause, she was not afraid to fight
hard for it."

state vet
dies at 81
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)Dr. Tom Smith Maddox, a former
Owensboro and Greenville veterinarian who went on to become
chief state veterinarian for a
decade, has died. He was 81.
Maddox died Sunday at
Owensboro
Mercy
Health
System.
The Mayfield native established his practice in Greenville
after earning his doctorate in veterinary medicine from Auburn
University in 1950.
Eight years later, he and Dr.
Donald Barnes, who had a practice in Calhoun, came to
Owensboro to create Kentuckiana
Animal Clinic.
Barnes said Maddox had "a
general interest in all species and
a real compassion for animals."
In 1972, Maddox was appointed chief state veterinarian, a post
he held until 1981. When he
retired in 1982, he began operating a cow/calf program in
Muhlenberg County.

Alm Country Store & Crawford's BBQ
Ribs, Chicken and Daily Lunch Specials
Mon.-Fri., choice of meat, variety of vegetables.
DESSERTS HOMEMADE DAILY

Old-fashioned milkshakes made to order!
Call ahead for your order

We have breakfast biscuits to start your day off right!
Dine In • Carry Out • Catering

intersection 1824 & 464 • Almo • 753-1934
Stop in for a free after-school snack through the
month of August & pick up dinner while you're here!

Devoted to her family at home and at the bank!

Investments Since 185-1

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg.

Dow Jones Ind. Avg...I0277.04 - 16.46
Air Products
41.68 - 0.09
AOL Time Warner
44.66 - 0.42
AT&T
19.46 - 0.12
Bell South
39.50 - 0.04
Briggs & Stratton
39.94 - 0.01
Bristol Myers Squibb 56.23 + 0.28
Caterpillar
52.00 - 0.76
Daimler Chrysler
47.12 + 0.05
Dean Foods
40.75 + 0.10
Exxon-Mobil
41.08 + 0.06
Ford Motor(New)
24.33 - 0.04
General Electric
41.88 + 0.23
General Motors
62.15 - 0.04
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ....54.75 + 0.04
Goodrich
35.87 - 0.03
Goody ear
26.79 - 0.12
HopFed Bank*
12.31 - 0.24
BM
103.30 - 0.89
Ingersoll Rand
41.18 + 0.05
Intel
29.90 + 0.29
Kroger
25.31 - 0.17
Lucent Tech
6.43 - 0.01
17.59 + 0.09
Mattel
McDonalds
28.43 + 0.01
Merck
67.76 - 0.09
Microsoft
65.37 + 0.51
J.C. Penney
27.65 + 0.44
Pepsico Inc.
44.98 + 0.35
Pfizer, Inc.
40.90 + 0.80
Schering-Plough
37.94 - 0.41
Sears
45.05 - 0.07
Texaco
67.81 -0.12
Union Planters
45.61 + 0.06
24.86 - 0.14
US Bancorp
UST
10.74 • 0.26
Wal-Mart
54.41 - 0.12
W'orldcom Inc.
13.75 - 0.09

Patti Thomas is a busy wife, mom and banker - but she's
never too busy to take time for her family at home or her
family of customers and co-workers at The Murray Bank!
She approaches both with conscientious care - whether it's
teaching something new to four-year old daughter, Carly,
or introducing her customers to a taste of The Good Life Murray Bank's package of banking benefits, seminars,
social events and group travel for customers 50 and better!
With more than a dozen years of local banking experience,
Patti brings a special element of caring and attention to
everyone she serves at The Murray Bank. She's just another
reason The Murray Bank is how banking should be!

'Hilliard Lyons IS a market maker in this
stock
unc - pnce unchanged
Front row: Jackie Lykins. Jackie Kidd. Amy Houston;
Back row: Kelly Tuer,Angie Duncan, Michelle Proctor &Tina Cook

$2.00 OFF

WO Coupon

Any cut or style with this coupon

Regis+er +o Win

Name
City
Phone
muse present coupon Coupon expires II/31,01

a

$1 oo"
To be given away 8/3101

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
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HILLIARD
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SINCE
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J.18 WW1 CL Lyons Inc • Verreer NYSE are WC

wrav Bank
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Alcott speaks at Kiwanis Club
Steve Alcott, district conservationist for Calloway County, discussed some of the activities associated with the National Resources
Conservation Service at a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
"Basically our job is to assist
the local conservation district,"
Alcott said. He pointed out that
the NRCS is a unit of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and
thus a major client base consists
of farmers.
One area that has picked up
a lot of interest is the bumper
strip program. Strips of vegetation are developed along streams
to reduce the infiltration of sediment and chemicals into wildlife

habitats," Alcott said. He noted
that the program is done on a
cost-share basis with farmers and
said that the program is growing by leaps and bounds.
Some of the educational activities in the district include educating children about the importance of agriculture and the need
to protect our natural resources.
One of the biggest activities
for youth is Youth Ag Day. Alcott
indicated that it takes many volunteers and the last two years it
was held at Murray State University.
Other educational activities with
which the agency helps are Farm
Safety —Day, the Art in Writing

Contest and a program for school
teachers called Ag in the Classroom, designed to help teachers
learn about what comes from the
farm.
Alcott described that new technology utilizing Geographic Information Systems for precision agriculture as "amazing" for measuring and monitoring soils and crops.
Other agency programs include
a Backyard Conservation program
involving ponds, nutrient management, water conservation and
mulching.
Alcott concluded by mentioning that additional information
about the agency is available on
the Internet at www.ky.nrcs.gov.

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Today Editor
Received a nice metal back to school lunchbox from Mott's filled with a news release of
recipes using apples, a disk with the same apple
recipes, a "Fun With Apples" coloring and activity book, three kinds of apple sauce and three
kinds of punch.
Recipes for Apple Gelatin Squares, Granola
Apple Bars, Granola Apple Cookies and Mott's
Baked Dessert Pizza for a child's lunch box or an after school
snack were included.
The release said anyone wanting a free Mott's back to school
"Fun with Apples" coloring and activity book, may call toll free
1-800-426-4891. Now with the wonderful and well-equipped lunchrooms in the city and county schools, the lunch boxes are not
used as much by the school children.

Benefit concert Friday

Alcott

The group, "Speak in Spirit," will present a benefit concert on Friday night, Aug. 10, at the Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St., Murray. Funds will go toward the building center fund.
The public is invited.

Correction on engagement

Children's programs scheduled at library
Sandy Linn, youth services librarian for ty to chat and visit with other parents and
the Calloway County Public Library, has children. These programs offer enrichment for
announced the following children's programs both the parents and the children."
Wednesday programs will consist of Parfor the fall and winter months to start Tuesday. Aug. 14.
ents & Twos for children from 24 to 36
Tuesday programs will include Baby & months, accompanied by an adult from 9:30
Adult for children, 6 to 12 months of age, to 10 a.m. and Story Hour for children ages
accompanied by an adult from 9:30 to 10 3 to 7 years, from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
a.m.; and Toddler & Adult for children, 12
In the Parent sand Twos program the parto 24 months, accompanied by an adult from ent helps the child with listening and sitting
skills. The first 10 minutes of the program
10:30 to 11 a.m.
Both programs begin with about 10 min- is a share time. Children are invited to bring
utes of parent interaction followed by 6 to a share item to show. Sharing is optional.
10 minutes of music, stories and activities appro- Children never have to share if they do not
priate for the very young child and then 10 wish. Share time is followed by music, stories and activities appropriate for the twomore minutes of parent interaction.
Linn said "We recognize the need not only year-old.
Story Hour is a fun-filled hour of music,
for the children to become accustomed to
interacting with others, but also the need for books, stories, films and activities.
The fall programs are free of charge. Interparents and caregivers to have an opportuni-

ested persons are asked to pre-register for
the programs so that Linn can properly plan
and prepare materials.
Another program that will be offered in
September is the "Sleepy-Time Stories." "We
have had a number of requests to bring this
fall program back," Linn said.
Sleepy-Time is for children from ages 2
to 6 years, accompanied by an adult. An adult
must accompany children as no child may be
left alone during the program.
Programs will be offered during September, October and November on the second
and fourth Monday evenings from 6 to 6:45
p.m. in the children's area of the library.
Meeting dates are Sept. 10 and 24, Oct.
8 and 22 and Nov. 12 and 26, Pre-registration is requested.
For more information or to register a child,
call Mrs. Linn at the library, 753-2288.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Elkins of
818 River Rd., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Tiffany
Nicole Elkins, 'born on Sunday,
Aug. 5, 2001, at 1:32 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds

eight
ounces
and measured
18 3/4 inches
The mother is
the former Inga
Trimble.
Grandparents are Ben
Trimble, Brenda Cunningham
and Harry Elkins,
all of Murray.

Benefit on Saturday
A benefit house show will be Saturday, Aug. 11, at 6:30 p.m. at
Wranglers Riding Club Grounds on Van Cleave Road off Highway 94
East. Featured will be speed events, raffles, prizes, concessions, etc.
Admission will be $2 per person. Funds raised will go toward medical expenses of Herman Carrol. For more information call 489-6106
or 492-6129.

Lakeland event Saturday

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet tonight (Thursday),
Aug. 9, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.

Farmington benefit Saturday
Farmington Volunteer Fire Department will have a Flea Market and
Auction Day on Saturday, Aug. 11, at Farmington Elementary School.
Flea Market will be from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Activities will continue
throughout the day closing with the auction starting at 6 p.m. A BBQ
chicken dinner will be served from 4:30 to 6 p.m., but concessions
will be available throughout the day. All proceeds will go to upgrade
the fire department which sometimes goes into Calloway County to
help fight fires.

Elkins

COMING SOON!!

Singles plan events
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will attend the Singles Dance
at Mayfield tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.; will attend the Charles
Johnson Concert at MSU Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m. Friday, Aug.
10; and will have a Pow-Wow at Paris Landing on Saturday, Aug.
11. For information call Barbara at 436-5032 or Mike at 759-0625.

To Better Serve Your Shipping Needs

MR. POSTMAN SOUTH

Arnold reunion Saturday

Bel-Air Center • Phone 753-8400
Open 9-5 M-F
www.mrpostman-plus.com

We Believe...Call Today,for Hope Tomorrow

THETA MEETING...Mary Ann Russell, president of Murray
Woman's Club, installed the 2001-2002 officers of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the brunch
held at Dumplin's. Installed were Jo Farley, chairman (left)
and Teresa Butler, vice chairman (center). Not pictured are
Mary Lawson, secretary, and Peggy Myers, treasurer. "Helping Youth" is the theme of the department.

The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

Needs Your Input!
Concerning the reconstruction of US 641
from the Tennessee State Line to Murray,
Kentucky in Calloway County
Second Public Information Meeting
Thursday,August 16, 2001
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Judicial
Building
312 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
•
KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET

The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter will have
its annual fundraising auction on Saturday, Aug. 11, from 5 to 8 p.m.
at the National Guard Armory, Murray. Funds raised will help the
local chapter create a visual awareness int he community and also
enable individuals to attend seminars to learn more about visual
resources in the local area. For information call Danny Perry, president, at 753-0911.

Lodge meeting tonight

MR. POSTMAN NORTH

Rape Crisis Center
1-800-928-7273

Federation of Blind plans event

Lakeland Wesley Village will have its monthly Wellness Program
Benefit luncheon on Saturday, Aug. 11, from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Volunteer host and sponsor .for the noon -meal at a -eost—of- $3 per
person will be Benton First Missionary Baptist Church. The public is
invited. For information call 1-270-354-8888.

Birth
Tiffany Nicole
Elkins

In the article for the engagement of Angela Lynn Colson and Justin
Brent Kimbro published Aug. 7, the maternal grandmother of Mr.
Kimbro should have been Mrs. Edda Sue Rudd, instead of the name
released in the announcement.

Civil War
group plans
encampment
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park at Gilbertsville will
present its annual Civil War
Living History Encampment on
Friday. Saturday and Sunday.
The event will feature the
5th Tennessee Infantry. Events
will include civil war skirmishes,
story-telling, songs of the South,
and many other civil war treasures, according to Mary Greer,
recreation director for the park.
This event is free and the
public is invited, Greer added.
For more information call 1270-362-4271.

Arnold family reunion will be Saturday. Aug. 11, from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. at a pavilion near the swimming pool at Murray-Calloway
County Park. A potluck meal will be served. For information call
753-5861.

Lassiter meeting Saturday
Lassiter Cemetery meeting will be Saturday, Aug. 11, at 10 a.m.
at the cemetery, located on State Line Road. Persons unable to attend
may send their contributions for the maintenance of the graveyard to
011ie Hall, 708 Goodman, Murray, KY 42071.

Downs meeting Saturday
The annual cleaning of Ed Downs Cemetery in the Land Between
the Lakes will be Saturday. Aug. 11. All interested persons are asked
to bring tools for cleaning. A picnic lunch will be spread after the
cleaning.

Asbury meeting Saturday
Asbury Cemetery Day will be Saturday, Aug. 11, at 11 a.m. with
the Rev. Ed Chapman, pastor of Coldwater Baptist Church, as speaker. In the event of rain the meeting will be at Kirksey United Methodist
Church Fellowship Hall. A potluck meal will served following the
devotion. Persons unable to attend are asked to send their donations
for the maintenance of the cemetery to Martha McCallon Smith, 120
Grove Ln., Murray, KY 42071.

McGuire meeting planned
The annual meeting at McGuire Cemetery, State Line Road in
Weakley County, Tenn.. will be Saturday, Aug. 11, at 11 a.m. with a
short service and business meeting followed by a potluck lunch. The
maintenance contract for next year will be auctioned. All with family interred at the cemetery are encouraged to attend and/or make
upkeep contributions to: McGuire Cemetery, c/o Dannie Harrison, 1581
Almo Rd., Almo, KY 42020 or call 753-3293.

THE IRON PLACE
4 DAY OPENING AUGUST 10th-13th
4 Days Each Month
Friday 9-5
2nd Full Weekend
Saturday 9-5
Watch For Ad
Sunday 2-4
Monday 9-5 Two New Shipments Arrived This Week-,
/41:1,4,Ips
If.wfi hate new risited oar shop tenni tins month.
Lake hwy. 79 S., turn right at Trollinger IOW and
storage hhigs. tht hike way Circle Paris. IN
We 'II be Impking for yo,,!

Read the
TODAY
pages daily
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Kentucky State Fair offers variety at free shows
LOUISVILLE, Ky. -- Star performers will rock Cardinal Stadium
for eight nights during the Kentucky State Fair's free concerts.
With a line-up of country, rock,
rhythm & blues and Christian music, the entire family will enjoy the
music of these all-time great performers.
General admission to the fair is

all that is needed for a seat during
the free concerts.
Tower of Power and War kick
things off Thursday, Aug.16, performing hit songs from their old
and new albums. Tower of Power
will rock the crowd with songs
from their albums including,
Rhythm & Business, Back on the
Streets, and Souled Out. War will

take the stage and groove the crowd "Come to Me," this singer/songwith classics including "The World writer/performer will captivate
Is A Ghetto," "Why Can't We Be audiences with his smooth lyrics
Friends?" and "Low Rider." These and touching sentiments.
performers are sure to give fans a
Grand Funk Railroad roars into
blast to the past.
Cardinal Stadium Saturday, Aug.
On Friday, Aug. 17, R & B soul 18. This top selling American rock
singer Carl Thomas gets "Emo- group of the 70's will perform their
tional." Singing hits off his debut mega-hits "We're An American
album, including "I Wish" and Band," "I'm Your Captain/Closer
To Home," and "Locomotion"
among other songs. This performance is a classic treat for rock fans
everywhere.
The Oak Ridge Boys are back at
die age and beyond. Plays are pre- this year's Fair on Sunday, Aug.
19. This country/pop/gospel group
sented as staged readings, and the
has become a tradition of the Fair,
audience is invited to participate in
post-performance discussions that performing gold and platinum alinvolve the actors, the director, the bum hits including "American
Made" and "Thank God For Kids,"
playwrights, and the audience.
"Audience feedback is essential just to name a few.
WJIE AM/FM welcomes Christo the process when you are writing
a play," explained Alexander,
award-winning playwright and artistic director of the festival.
"A staged reading is a great opportunity to focus on the play and
to find out what works in the script
and what doesn't. There are no Special to the Ledger
props, costumes, or sets to distract
This weekend only. Playhouse in
from the words that propel the plot
the Park will present three comical
and demonstrate the conflict," she
acts that deal with couples in three
stages of life and the trials and
said.
Plays that have been presented
tribulations of relationships.
The first is "Adam and Eve,"
and critiqued in previous festivals
have received prestigious grants adapted from Mark Twin's short
and awards, and have been pro- story. The cast includes Amy Sykes
duced at professional, community and Eve, Michael Dunnagan as
Adam, and Don Fleming as the
and university theaters in the
Snake.
United States and in Europe.
Coping with the enormous task
"Playhouse in the Park is proud
to nurture regional playwrights of naming all the creatures of the
through the West Kentucky Play- garden, such as the "swimmers," the
wrights Festival," according to Mi- "growlers," and the "hoppers,"
chael Dunnagan, theater director. Adam is given one more that he has
"This kind of creative energy is difficulty in naming. and she seems
usually reserved for big cities and
professional theaters. Playhouse in
the Park continues its commitment
to writers in the region through
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
time 2001 festival."
next installment of George Lucas'
For more information, call Play- science-fiction saga will be called
house in the Park at 759-1752.
"Star Wars: Episode II — Attack of

Plays chosen for festival
Special to the Ledger
The work of five playwrights
will be featured in the West Kentucky Playwrights Festival on Friday, Aug. 17, and Saturday, Aug.
18, at 8 p.m. at Murray's Playhouse
in the Park.
The presentations on that Friday
will include: "Memory of Silk," by
Philip Lanier, Louisville;"Hammer
Lady," by Nancy Phillips, Murray,
and "The Grace of It All Sustains
Me," adapted for radio by Constance Alexander, Murray, from a

play by Anne Shelby,"Belinda Mason: The Gift."
On Saturday night, the three featured works are "Pearls and Lace,"
by Trudy Morris McFarlane, Murray; "Come at Once. Fannie is
Dead," by Constance Alexander,
Murray; and 'The Kids Who Didn't
Believe," by Tony Kendall, Paris,
Tennessee.
Founded in 1989, the festival
has produced more than 60 new
works for the stage by playwrights
ranging from middle school to mid-

WKMS to feature local band
Special to the Ledger
On Saturday, Aug. 11, Brad's
Backwater Blues Band will perform live on WKMS's Stateline
Blues, from 7-9 p.m. with host
John Griffin and guest host Mark
Shearer.
Brad's Backwater Blues Band is
a high quality, high spirited harmonica blues band with a strong
lead guitarist. The band formed in
the spring of 1998 when five men
joined forces in order to form a
band without quitting their day
jobs.
"It's a balancing act of time between the music, families and our
professions." band member Bradley
T. Rankin, M.D. said, "but our approach to playing reflects our en-

thusiasm in a mostly- but not always- controlled fashion."
In addition to Rankin,who contributes on harmonica, conga and
vocals, the band consists of drummer Del Pruitt, attorney; bass guitarist and vocalist Brad Crowder,
USEC; rhythm guitarist and vocalist Rick Liner, electrician; and lead
guitarist and vocalist Adam Horbovetz, teacher.
Routinely playing at area restaurants, festivals and weddings, this
stable, fast-paced, foot stomping
blues band is known-for their high
energy and entertaining performances in various music venues.
Their repertoire includes songs by
B.B. King to Stevie Ray Vaughn to
Eric Clapton.

tian groups Point of Grace with
special guest Calling Levi on Monday, Aug. 20. Selling over 3 million records, Point of Grace will
perform a selection from their 21
consecutive No. 1 radio songs, including "The Great Divide," "Dying to Reach You," and "Circle of
Friends." Special guest Calling
Levi, a local group from southern
Indiana, will perform some of their
original Christian songs as they
bring the crowd together in worship.
On Tuesday, Aug. 21, fans can
spend "An Evening With Willie
Nelson." With a collection of music
spanning several decades, Nelson
will sing hits compiled from his 30
plus albums, such as Red Headed
Stranger, Stardust, and Wanted:
The Outlaws.
Bobby Vee with Charlie Tho-

mas. Formerly of The Drifters, The
Chiffons, and Johnny Preston will
rock 'n' roll into Cardinal Stadium
on Wednesday, Aug. 22. These legendary performers will entertain the
audience with hits from chart topping albums from the 60's and
70's.
In Concert—George Jones
comes to give country fans "The
Cold Hard Truth" on Thursday.
Aug. 23. George Jones will entertain fans with his classic country
hits including "Our Bed of Roses,"
"Real Deal," and "Sinners and
Saints."
All concerts begin at 8 p.m.
EDT at Cardinal Stadium and are
free with paid admission to the
Fair.
For more information, visit our
new
website
at
www.kvstatefair.org.

Playhouse features comedy
to over occupy his space, interferes look at relationships in the twilight
with his job, and makes him feel years. The cast is John and Kathy
quite anxious.
Pasco, who play Herbert and
The second one act, "Dreamers," Muriel, husband and wife who
is an original play written and di- sometime forget who one another
rected by Bob Valentine. The cast are. There is thoughtful and comic
includes Holly Bloodworth and Pete dialogue as the couple piece toLancaster.
gether the stories of their life in orIn this short play, the wife is a der to clarify their identities, and
new age woman who is driven by end up falling in love all over again.
her work and appearance, and has a
The One Acts only play tonight
husband that is not quite so moti- (Thursday) at 7:30, and Friday and
vated. A mid-life testimonial with saturday. Aug. 10-11, at 8 p.m.
witty dialogue helps to create a
Due to the short run of these perwonderful scenario of a couple ex- formances, there is limited seating
ploring the boundaries of their rela- and reservations are suggested. Call
tionship.
Playhouse in the Park's 24 hour res"I'm Herbert" is a delightful ervations at 759-1752.

George Lucas fills next installment with clones
the Clones."
Announced on Lucasfilm's official "Star Wars" Web site, the name
joins chapter titles for the four pre-

vious films: "A New Hope." "The
Empire Strikes Back," "Return of
the Jedi" and "The Phantom Menace."

After 33 years in the furniture
business, Terry Elgin, of
Bestway Furniture in Benton
has come to the difficult
decision to retire! This
decision is absolutely final!

Tons of famous
name merchandise
is up
for grabs
immediately at
tremendous savings!

As of this announcement, a gigantic selection of quality
brand name furniture is priced for immediate purchase
to the first buyers through the doors!
Georgeous brand name living rooms in every
style including luxurious genuine leather!
Stunning dining rooms and bedrooms from
America's top manufacturers!
Rows of recliners!
Stacks of Top Brand Name Bedding Sets!
Curios, Occasional Tables, Lamps,
Pictures, Mirrors, Accessories.

pis
FURNITURE & MATTRESS
302 N. Main Street • Benton, KY • 527-2400
New Summer Hours: Mon-Fri 10-8, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-5
Visa • Mastercard'' Cash • Approved Checks • Financing Available
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Redbird Report
MSU's best
student-athletes Expos nip Cards in 11
receive honors
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Ohio Valley Conference
closed the 2000-01 academic year
by honoring its best student-athletes.
Those with the highest gradepoint average in their sport earned
the OVC Medal of Honor, while
those earning a 3.50 GPA or better were named to the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll.
Four Murray State student-athletes earned the OVC Medal of
Honor: senior Josh McKeel in
football with a 3.90 GPA will
share the award with one other OVC
football player; senior Megan Rees
in women's golf with a 4.0 GPA
will share the award with two
other golfers; graduate Crystal Kern
in rifle with a 4.0 GPA will share
the award with three other riflers.
and graduate Amy Williams in
women's track and field with a
4.0 will share her award with 11
other track athletes.
Some 65 MSU student-athletes
were named to the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll for the
2000-01 academic year Student-athletes must earn a GPA of 3.25 or
better to be named to the honor
roll.
Listed by their sport. MSU student-atmetes earning a spot on the
OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll

were:
Baseball: Rick McCarty, Billy
Moore, Ryan Seay and Nathan
Taylor.
Women's Basketball: Erin
Fetcher, Khadija Head, Susan Tack-

ett and Eniko Verebes.
Women's Cross Country:
Emily Herndon and Lindsay Newlin.
Football: McKee!, Shaun
Boykins and Stewart Childress.
Men's Golf: Roger Hebert Jr.
and Mike Mattingly.
Women's Golf: Rees, Kim
Ark, Cuyler Hedley, Kristen
Margherio and Tina Marshall.
Rifle: Kern, Jill Livesay and
Ann Proctor.
Women's Soccer: Abby
Baden, Kristen Becker, April Freeman, Lindsey Gustafson, Jill
Hawanchak, Shauna Kline. Brooke
Lencki, Lauren McAdams, Brooke
Royer and Jackie Thomas.
Women's Tennis: Kerry-Lea
Glass, Cheryl Graham,Gina Katona
and Jennifer Liles.
Men's Track & Field: Darien
Hill, Jay Isilatheny, Garrett Middleton, Jason Sponsler and Greg
Storm.
Women's Track & Field:
Williams, Wendy Barger, Natalie
Chandler, Stanshaw Cornelius,
Shelly Henshaw, Emily Herndon,
Kylee Lyon, Adriane Mayes, Lindsay Newlin, Krista Shumard and
Mica Wojinski.
Women's Volleyball: Traci
Buck, Claudia Hubauer, Jill Nagel,
Rachael Neighbors, Meesa Olah,
Jennifer Trame and Jessica Wood.
Women's
Rowing: Lori
Bright, Robyn Hess, Ginny Jenkins, Erin Richards. Lynn Schentrup, Deborah Schulten and Natalie Wendt.

Ravens' Lewis
may miss year
WESTMINSTER, Md.(AP) —
Training camp isn't even two weeks
old, and already the Baltimore
Ravens have lost two key players
in their bid to return to the Super
Bowl.
Running back Jamal Lewis, who
ran for 1,364 yards as a rookie
last season, is probably out for
the year after injuring his left knee
in practice Wednesday. Lewis
walked off the field shortly before
the end of the morning session,
and it appears he won't suit up
again until 2002.
An MRI on Wednesday night
revealed a tear of the anterior cruciate ligament and a sprained medial collateral ligament. The ACL
will require surgery.
Just four days earlier, the Ravens
learned that right offensive tackle
Leon Searcy will miss up to three
months with a torn triceps tendon
in his arm.
The injury to Lewis is much
more costly. After dislocating his
elbow early in training camp last
year, the former Tennessee star
started the final 13 games for Baltimore and was the focal point of
a conservative offense.
His rushing yardage was a team
record, and he also caught 27
passes for 296 yards. Lewis added
338 yards rushing in three postseason games and scored four
touchdowns, including a 3-Yard
plunge in the fourth quarter of
the Ravens' 34-7 rout of the New
York Giants in the Super Bowl.
Barring a surprisingly quick
recovery, he will not have a chance
to perform an encore in January.
"This is difficult for Jamal. He
worked so hard to prepare for this
season, and he certainly is a very
important player for us," Ravens
coach Brian Billick said. "As a
team, we have to move forward
and find other ways to get the

MONTREAL (AP) — The
Montreal Expos came back from
a crushing blow to deal one of
their own.
Geoff Blum hit a tying, tworun homer in the ninth inning
and scored the winning run on
Michael Barrett's RBI double in
the 11th as the Montreal Expos
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 6-5
Wednesday night.
"I was hoping that game was
going to end soon," Barrett said.
"We battled."
The Cardinals scored three
times in the top of the ninth for
a 5-3 lead.
Orlando Cabrera led off the bottom half with a double and Blum
followed with a homer off Dave
Veres.
Blum doubled off Luther Hackman (0-2) to lead off the 11th
and scored when Barrett followed
with a liner to the gap in leftcenter field.
"We needed that one so badly,
and to have to dig even deeper
to get that makes it even nicer,"
Barrett said.
Masato Yoshii (3-5) pitched
the 10th and I 1 th for the win.
"That showed something about
our club," Expos manager Jeff Torborg said. "That could have been

HE CAN HIT TOO...Michael
Barrett's 11th-inning double
lifted Montreal to a 6-5 victory over the Cardinals
Wednesday night.
a killer. We've been struggling
so badly."
After St. Louis scored three
in the top half of the ninth to
overcome a 3-2 deficit, the Expos
rallied. Blum connected for his
sixth homer of the season.
"It would have been a huge
win, the way it was played, the
way we took the lead, but it
turned into a heartbreaker," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa

said.
Montreal failed to capitalize
on its first opportunity in extra
innings.
reliever
Mike
Cardinals
Matthews walked Peter Bergeron
to lead off the 10th and Jose
Vidro singled to put runners at
first and second.
Hackman relieved and got
Vladimir Guerrero to ground to
third baseman Placido Polanco,
who began a double play as Bergeron advanced to third.
Hackman walked Mark Smith,
who hit a solo homer in the
sixth to put the Expos up 3-2,
and got Cabrera to fly out.
The Cardinals came back in
the ninth as Edgar Renteria hit
a leadoff single off Scott Strickland and Eli Marrero reached on
an infield single.
Both runners advanced on
pinch-hitter Kerry Robinson's sacrifice.
Left-hander Graeme Lloyd
relieved and Fernando Vina hit
a soft liner to center for his
fourth straight single as Renteria
and Marrero scored to put St.
,Louis up 4-3.
Polanco hit an RBI double to
extend his career-best hitting
streak to 17 games.

Ankiel will stay in minors
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. (AP) — Rick Ankiel,
plagued by wildness since last year's National
League playoffs, will stay with the St. Louis Cardinals' rookie league team in Johnson City through
the end of the season.
Cardinals general manager Walt Jocketty said
Wednesday that Ankiel would remain with the
Appalachian League club as long as it was playing this season. The league's playoffs end Aug.
31, the day before major league teams can expand
their rosters to 40 players.
After Ankiel's final start this month, the team
will decide if he will be added to the Cardinals'
expanded roster, Jocketty said.
"Once the season is over here and he's made

his last start, then we'll kind of re-evaluate his
situation and make a decision at that time where
we go next with him," Jocketty said.
Ankiel has been at Johnson City since June 19,
after first being sent to Triple-A Memphis.
He has been trying to recover from control
problems that developed during last year's NL
playoffs, when he threw nine wild pitches in four
innings.
Jocketty was in Johnson City for the first time
this week and stayed for three games. He watched
Ankiel's last start on Sunday, when the 22-yearold pitched the first complete game of his professional career. He struck out nine and allowed three
hits in the 6-1 win.

DOWN AND OUT?...Baltimore
running back Jamal Lewis
injured his left knee in a
practice session Wednesday
and could be lost for the
2001 season.
production we lose with Jamal's
absence. We will adjust. We have
to adjust."
The Ravens' depth chart thins
dramatically beyond Lewis, the fifth
overall pick in the 2000 NFL draft.
Jason Brookins, who has never
played in an NFL game, will step
into the top spot and will be
backed up by fifth-round draft pick
Chris Barnes.
Brookins, originally signed by
the Ravens as a rookie free agent
last year, languished on practice
squads with Baltimore. Oakland and
Jacksonville before going overseas
to play in NFL Europe.

OXFORD, Miss. (AP) — Mississippi looks
bad on paper, but coach David Cutcliffe loves
his young Rebels' chances.
He is not surprised Ole Miss has been
picked to finish sixth in the Western Division
of the Southeastern Conference. In fact, Cutcliffe practically admitted Wednesday during
the school's media day that his team doesn't
appear to be a challenger in the SEC.
"It's going to be obvious that it's a chal
lenge. I don't know if people get upset when
I say this, but I understand the sixth pick."
Cutcliffe said. "You've got new kickers, new
quarterback. We lost all that offensive production.
That's how it looks on paper."
The Rebels are coming off a 7-5 season,
which included a Music City Bowl berth and
a tie for third in the division at 4-4.
While Ole Miss returns 12 starters, the
graduation losses include a three-year starter
at quarterback in Romaro Miller and a firstround NFL draft choice in all-purpose running back Deuce McAllister.
SEC coaches and the media predicts the
losses are too much for the Rebels.
"The reality of it is how you play and at
the end of the year there's not much difference between number six and number one in

Racers at Ole Miss
When:
Saturday,
Sept. 1, 6 p.m.
Where:
Vaught-Hemingway
Stadium
Oxford, Miss.
this division," Cutcliffe said. "So it comes
down to close games. the little edges and it's
up to us to do something about it."
The reason for optimism is heralded sophomore quarterback Eli Manning, who threw
for three touchdowns in a relief role in last
year's bowl game.
He's fronted by a veteran offensive line,
anchored by Terrence Metcalf, one of the nation's
best linemen. The skill positions have proven
performers in running back Joe Gunn and
receiver Jamie Armstrong.
"My expectations for Eli are for him to
compete, to have fun, to play his role," Cutcliffe said. "As far as numbers go, we won't
hang that on him and won't worry about it.
Eli's a very capable young man and knows
how to run this offense. He's not a vocal guy,

but he's quietly demanding.
The Rebels will break in a new defensive
coordinator.
Don Lindsey hopes to bring a multiple and
risk-taking defense to Mississippi. But his new
schemes won't include defensive end Derrick
Burgess and cornerback Ken Lucas — a pair
of All-SEC selections lost to graduation.
The defense does return middle linebacker
Eddie Strong, an All-SEC selection as a sophomore, who missed last year with a foot fracture.
Cutcliffe believes junior college additions,
Matt Grier, Jason Armistead and L.P. Spence
can be a factor immediately in the secondary
and linebacker positions.
Syniker Taylor, a second-team All-SEC choice
last year, heads up the secondary, but the linemen slots remain uncertain. The lone exception is tackle Anthony Sims, tabbed by Cutcliffe as a potential star performer.
"We need Anthony Sims to have a big year
for us and he can.do that. We're going to be
an aggressive defensive team and we're going
to move around a whole lot," Cutcliffe said.
"We're small, but we've got speed and we're
going to maximize our best assets in these
schemes."

Karros, Dodgers top Pirates 9-4
By The Associated Press
Eric Karros is getting as much
out of his few hits as possible.
So are the streaking Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Karros, despite soreness in his
back, hit a three-run homer for
his third consecutive game-winning hit in the Dodgers' 9-4 victory in Pittsburgh on Wednesday
night.
"I feel good at the plate, but
I couldn't characterize where it
ranks, whether it's the best I've

felt," Karros said. "It's nice to
help us win some games, nice to
feel like you're contributing."
Karros, with only eight hits in
his last 41 at-bats, had a 10thinning single Sunday to beat Chicago 3-2 and hit a solo homer Tuesday night for a 2-1 victory over
the Pirates.
"It was bound to happen," said
Paul Lo Duca, who also homered
for Los Angeles. "He's been doing
it too long and he's too good a
hitter to continue struggling."

WESTERN KENTUCKY
INSURANCE of Murray
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • OFF

Mar partner in proitalton

NEW FALL HOURS:
p.m. - Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-10 p.m. - Sat. & Sun.

753-5842
302 N. 12th

INSURANCE
211156
Murray

RICK ANKIEL

Cutcliffe likes Rebels' chances

The NL West-leading Dodgers
have won four straight overall and
seven in a row against the Pirates.
Los Angeles remained 1 1/2
games ahead of Arizona and moved
two games ahead of San Francisco. Arizona beat Florida 7-1 on
Wednesday night, and Cincinnati
held off San Francisco 11-9.
In other NL games, it was
Chicago 2, Colorado I; Houston
2, Atlanta I in 12 innings; New
York 5, Milwaukee 4; Philadelphia 4, San Diego 3; and Mon-

CALL

110

"That was a big inning," Vina
said. "I thought we had it. You
score runs like that and you win
a lot of those games."
Mark McGwire and J.D. Drew
didn't start for the Cardinals.
McGwire struck out looking
against reliever Scott Stewart
while pinch-hitting to lead off
the seventh.
Drew, who left Tuesday night's
game in the fourth inning, is
day-to-day with stiffness in his
lower back.
Albert Pujols singled to lead
off the second, Bobby Bonilla
walked and Craig Paquette hit a
two-run double to put St. Louis
up 2-0.
Montreal drew even in the
third. Barrett hit a leadoff single
and Mike Mordecai drove his
third homer off rookie Bud Smith
to tie it at 2.
With two outs in the sixth,
Mark Smith hit a high drive that
just cleared the left-field wall for
his fifth homer of the season.
Making his eighth career
appearance, and sixth start, Bud
Smith allowed five hits and three
runs in six innings.
Tony Armas Jr. allowed five
hits in six innings. He struck out
seven.

8 a.m.-10

Street
Tony Boyd

1510 Chestnut St.

759-3663

CRIME*
SMPPERS
CALLO WAY COUNTY INC

(270) 753-9500

treal 6, St. Louis 5 in 11 innings.
Karros' 12th homer finished a
five-run sixth against Jimmy Anderson (6-12). Gary Sheffield also
had a two-run single in the inning.
Giovanni Carrara (2-1) got the
victory with 2 2-3 scoreless innings
in relief of Luke Prokopec.
Los Angeles has won 17 of 24
games.
Cubs 2, Rockies 1
Jason Bere pitched seven shutout
innings to extend his scoreless
streak to 17 2-3 as Chicago beat
visiting Colorado.
Bere (8-5) allowed five hits and
two walks and struck out eight.
Only one runner, Juan Pierre in
the first inning, advanced as far
as third base against Bere.
Jeff Fassero worked the eighth,
and Tom Gordon finished for his
23rd save. Colorado's Brent Butler hit his first major league homer,
a two-out solo shot in the ninth.
John Thomson (0-5) was the
loser.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
Atlanta
64
49
566
2
Philadelphia
51
549
62
7
Florida
56
504
57
New York
61
465 11 1/2
53
48
66
421 16 1,2
Montreal
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
580
—
47
Chicago
65
558 2 1/2
Houston
63
50
509
8
St Louis
57
55
423 17 1/2
47
64
Milwaukee
65
420
18
Cincinnati
47
43
69
384 22
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
65
49
570
—
Los Angeles
558 1 12
Arizona
63
50
63
51
553
2
San Francisco
59
478 10 1,2
54
San Diego
407 18 1.2
46
67
Colorado
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs 2. Colorado 1
Houston 2, Atlanta 1, 12 innings
Arizona 7, Florida 1
Montreal 3, St Louis 5, 11 innings
Los Angeles 9. Pittsburgh 4
Philadelphia 4, San Diego 3
Cincinnati 11, San Francisco 9
N Y Mets 5, Milwaukee 4
Today's Games
Milwaukee (Wright 8-7) at N.Y. Mets (Leiter 6-9). 11:10 am.
Arizona (B.Anderson 3-8) at Florida (Penny
7-6), 12:05 p.m.
San Diego (Jarvis 8-9) at Philadelphia (Daal
10-3), 12:05 p.m.
Colorado (Hampton 11-8) at Chicago Cubs
(Tavarez 8-7). 1:20 p.m
St Louis (Morns 13-7) at Montreal (Ohka
0-1). 6:05 p.m
Los Angeles (Park 11-7) at Pittsburgh (Ritchie
8-10), 6:05 pm.
San Francisco (Ortiz 12-6) at Cincinnati
(Winchester 0-1), 605 p.m.
Houston (Oswalt 9-2) at Atlanta (Burkett 98), 6:35 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
68
46
596
Boston
64
49 566
Toronto
53
61
465
48
67 417
Baltimore
38
76
333
Tampa Bay
Clentral Division
W
L Pct.
64
Cleveland
49 566
63
50
558
Minnesota
56
56
500
Chicago .
48
64
429
Detroit
44
70
Kansas City
386

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
83
31
64
50
59
55
49
65

GB
—
3 1/2
15
20 1/2
30
GB
—
1
7 1/2
15 1/2
20 1/2

Pct. GB
128
—
.561
19
.517 24
.430 34

Wednesday's Games
Cleveland 8, Minnesota 2, 10 innings
N.Y Yankees 16 Tampa Bay 1
Baltimore 4, Kansas City 1
Detroit 19. Texas 6
Seattle 12, Toronto 4
Oakland 6, Boston 1
Chicago White Sox 15, Anaheim 1
Today's Games
Cleveland (Finley 4-4) at Minnesota (Milton
10-4). 12:05 p.m.
Boston (Wakefield 7-6) at Oakland (Zito 77), 2:35 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Clemens 15-1) at Tampa Bay
(Standridge 0-0), 6:15 p.m.
Baltimore (Ponson 5-7) at Kansas City
(K Wilson 5-2), 7:05 p.m.
Detroit (Sparks 8-6) at Texas (Netting 8-9),
735 p.m.
Toronto (Escobar 3-5) at Seattle (Garcia
13-3), 9:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Lowe 6-2) at Anaheim
(Valdes 7-6). 905 p.m.

Hogs enjoyin
slumber pal

Couch
weanng
brace in
practice
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Former
Kentucky quarterback Tim Couch,
who has been plagued by injuries
in his first two seasons with the
Cleveland Browns, is wearing a
brace on his left knee.
He insists nothing is wrong.
Couch came out for the morning practice on Wednesday with
the brace, then took it off after
about five. minutes and kept if off
for the remainder of the workout.
Couch told reporters he has no
knee problem and is trying the brace
as a preventive measure.
"I'm being honest with you
guys when I say that everything
is fine," he said. "This brace is
no big deal. It's merely a precautionary thing, to keep anything
from actually happening."
According to Couch, the brace
is the suggestion of offensive coordinator Bruce Arians, formerly the
quarterbacks coach of the Indianapolis Colts and Peyton Manning. Manning wears one and has
stayed healthy for his three pro
seasons.
Couch, UK's all-time leading
passer, said he was alerted after
watching tape of a hit on him by
defensive end Courtney Brown.
"When we saw that, Bruce mentioned to me that it might be a
good idea to put a brace on the
knee. and I agreed with him," he
said. "I thought it was a good
idea, too."
Couch said he wore it only a
few minutes because the brace
was uncomfortable. But he plans
to wear it for all games, beginning with the preseason opener
against the Green Bay Packers on
Saturday night at Cleveland Browns
Stadium.
Couch was lost for the 2000
season after seven games with a
broken right--thumb He also sat
out the 1999 season finale with
a severely sprained ankle.
Couch has made a commitment
to stay healthy for all 16 games
this year, and he dismissed any
concerns the knee brace may create.
"Nothing happened, really," he
said almost laughing. "I didn't
hurt it or anything. There's nothing wrong with me knee. It's perfectly fine."

Even the married players are parFAYETTEVILLE, Ark.(AP) —
In the name of family, the Uni- ticipating in the togetherness,
Robby
versity of Arkansas football play- including quarterback
Hampton.
ers are having a 10-day bunking
Nutt was out of town Tuesday
party.
Head coach Houston Nutt decid- night and he made the seniors
ed to have all 105 Razorbacks responsible for the first bed check.
Wednesday afternoon, he was still
live together in Walton Hall from
waiting for a report.
Tuesday night until Aug. 17.
"It went great, it went great,"
Nutt says he loved his days in
the athletic dorm when he was a he said Wednesday night. "The
guys, talking to most of them,
Razorback 25 years ago.
"I love that camaraderie, the they really liked it. It's only been
togetherness of that," he said. "You one night, but I'm pretty optimistic."
found out a lot about your teamHe also sent four coaches to
mates."
That went down the drain when the dorm, just to roam around.
In addition, Nutt took away the
the NCAA banned dorms for athletes only. Because of that ban, car keys of the underclassmen.
it is impossible to house all play- That can hinder an evening snack
ers under one roof during the sea- run.
Three big meals per day, plus
son.
Nutt said he had talked to oth- sandwiches at 9:45 p.m., tend to
ers around the country who had short-circuit the late-night cravtried similar tactics. At least one ings, but if anybody needs to dash
school held fall practice at an off- 'to the convenience store, "that's
where the seniors come in," Nutt
campus facility, he said.
"During the season, it's so divid- said. "That's more togetherness,
ed," he said. "Half the team is carpooling to go somewhere."
He said the older players will
living off campus;_ they are never
under one roof. This is more of move out of the dorm on Aug.
17 so the rooms can be readied
a boot camp."
For this experiment, the sen- for incoming students.'
TIM COUCH
iors were in charge of room assignments with some guidelines from
Nutt.
"Don't put a lineman with a
lineman," he told them. "I don't
"Pre-Season Sale"
want anybody to know anybody.
"I wanted them to be somebody they were least likely to be
*ALL CREDIT ACCEPTED!
with on the road," he said.
*NO
MONEY
DOWN!*NO PYMT 'TIL SUMMER 2001!
For instance, a defensive back
CALL
TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
with an offensive lineman; a running back with a linebacker.
1-888-670-3035
Each of the players has his
WEATHERN1ASTER PRODUCTS
own room, but they share a shower and bathroom.
"Just going back to my experiences in the dorm, they'll talk
about what happened that day at
Owner. DWAIN WARREN
MELBER, KY.•(270) 674-5530
practice. who hit who and it won't
all be football," he said. "Con1 , . Ere, t42,1 IrcludIng Cur.ct, le F
CHECK THESE
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Bolt All Ottaloy Materrats
versations will come up that don't
FEATURES:
normally come up."
A.
4" concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 2x6
Normally, he said, about 48with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft.
50 players would be living in the
B. 12' footing
0.C.
dorm -- mostly freshmen and
C. Polyurethane
J. 1/2" plywood
decking
under concrete
newcomers. In most circumstances,
D. Anchor bolts in
K. Seal down shingles
a player can move out after two
concrete
L Overhang covered
years on campus.
E. Treated bottom
M. Overhead steel
door
plates
When Nutt first mentioned the
F. *1 studds. 16"
N. Steel service door
idea in the spring, some of the
0.C.
0. 2x4 fascia
older players asked about their
aluminum covered
G. 7 1/16 Blandex
undersidung
P. 2x10 headers
apartments. Keep them, he said,
H Masonite wood or vinyl siding
0 4x4 raised curb
you're only going to be living in
References and Location
Estimates.
We
offer
you:
FREE
the dorm for a short period.

BASH BROTHERS...The Murray Pinto II League 8-year-old All-Star Team recently competed in the Lone Oak Bash baseball tournament. Team members are (first row, from
left) Cedric Cherry, Terell Buck, David Vinson, Tyler Shaw, Shickill Davis, Garret Wright,
(second row) Blake Maness, Patrick Kelly, Kyle Crittendon, Keaton Starks, Mario Pannunzio, Aron Sweeney, Grant Winchester, (third row) assistant coach Joe Crittendon,
head coach Mark Vinson and assistant coach Terry Starks.

Tribe, Tigers win
behind late rallies
By The Associated Press
These late bursts are becoming commonplace for
the Cleveland Indians.
The Indians, who overcame a 12-run deficit to
shock Seattle on Sunday night, scored six times in
the 10th inning to beat Minnesota 8-2 Wednesday
tilOt and take over the AL Central lead.
fhen again, that's nothing compared to what
Detroit did.
The Tigers tied the modern major league record
h\ scoring 13 runs in the ninth inning and, led by
L111111011 Easley's six hits, trounced the Texas Rangers
19-6.
"You've got to be in awe just watching it," Easley
said. "I've never seen anything like it."
The Tigers matched the post-1900 mark for the
most runs in a ninth inning. The California Angels
did it against Texas on Sept. 14, 1978.
Detroit recently-scored-exactly one run in six
straight games, which also tied a big league record.
"Last week, we couldn't get more than one run,
and tonight we get 13 in one inning," Tigers manager Phil Garner said. "I can't explain it, but I did
enjoy it."
In other AL games, Oakland beat Boston 6-1,
Seattle topped Toronto 12-4, New York trounced
Tampa Bay 16-1. Chicago routed Anaheim 15-1 and

*$69.00 PER MONTH*

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
Hardboard Siding
1 . CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (2404)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (10X30)
PL US...OFF-L EVEL LOT

$4,225
55.025
$5.325
$5,525
56.125
57.475

Vinyl Siding
1 :CAR (12x20)
2 CAR(18ae)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

54.725
55.425
$5,725
55 875
$6.625
$7,875

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

Baltimore beat Kansas City 4-1.
Easley went 6-for-6 with a home run. The six
hits tied a team record shared by Ty Cobb and Bill
Nance.
The visiting Tigers tied a club mark for runs in
an inning, set against the Yankees on June 17, 1925.
Shane Halter hit a grand slam and an RBI double,
Randall Simon had a bases-loaded triple and Deivi
Cruz homered in the big burst.
Halter and Simon, who also homered, each finished with five RBIs.
Detroit sent-17 batters to the plate and got six
extra-base hits against three pitchers in the ninth.
Rangers reliever Mike Venafro took over to start
the ninth with the score 6-all. He faced six batters,
and all of them reached base.
"It's no mystery that I didn't pitch well," he
said. "It's very disappointing for me."
Detroit is 8-0 against the Rangers this season.
Texas lost its sixth in a row, matching its longest
losing streak of the year.
Indians 8, Twins 2
Juan Gonzalez hit a go-ahead, two-run double in
the 10th inning, and Cleveland moved one game
ahead of Minnesota in the AL Central.
Minnesota put ace Brad Radke on the 15-day
disabled list with a bruised right thumb.

Internet Banking.Your Way
Bank Anywhere,Any time with DirectNet from AREA Bank.
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CHAD STUBBLEFIELD
ELECTRONIC BANKING COORDINATOR

jEABank®
nave
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Enjoy these
benefits with our
Internet Banking:
• Check account
balances and cleared
transactions
* View images of your
cancelled checks
•Transfer funds
between accounts

Member FDIC

• Pay bills...and more

Visit the Murray AREA Bank nearest you.
500 Main, 12th & Story, 12th & Chestnut, Kroger, and Hazel
270-767-2265
www.abcbank.com
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
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DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
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The Murray Independent Schools will receive sealed proposals at
the offices of the Murray Independent Schools Board of Education for
the furnishing of all materials, tools, equipment, labor and supervision required for the new construction and renovation of "Murray
Independent Schools - Murray Elementary School, Middle
School and High School Additions and Remodeling- 2001."
Proposals will be received until, but no later than,2:00 p.m., prevailing time, August 30, 2001, then opened and publicly read aloud.
A pre-bid conference will be held August 21, 2001, at 10:00 a.m. prevailing time, beginning at the Board of Education Office, 208 South
13th Street, Murray. Kentucky. Visits will then be made to each construction site: Murray Elementary School, Murray Middle School, and
Murray High School.
Copies of the bidding documents may be obtained from the Architect,
RBS Design Group, P.S.C., 1035 Frederica Street, Suite 140,
Owensboro, Kentucky 42302 (Tele. 270/683-1158). A 5% Bid Security
and 1009 Performance and Payment Bond are required for this project.
The Owner reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids and/or
waive any informality in bids received where such acceptance, rejection, or waiver is considered to be in the best interest of the Owner.
Approved by: Willis F. Jackson, Interim Superintendent
Date: 7/31/01
Equal Education and Employment Institution
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Help Wanted

Join the Team!

STEVE VIDMER
-AttOrney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

.BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Lawn & Landscape

DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Washed & boxed Reasonably priced Second perfect
for canning Call Tidwell
Farms 753-9075
Financial Trouble?
Personal. Auto.
Bankrupts? Need help?
Call 1-888-244-6046
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free.
installed free.
Requirements are easy,
lust take $21.99 per month
for 1yr. & have a valid
credit or debit card. Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information
LAND for lease
330 acres Prime Hunting
Bell City, Ky Deer. Turkeys, & Ducks 759-4300
PEACHES 8
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312

LOST 06-28-01
Prescription glasses in
case Between The Murray
Bank Board room and
parking lot 436-5875
LOST male yellow Lab
about two months ago
Goes by the name of Henry Call 759-9215
LOST Small Pekingese
looking dog on 7-26 at
McDonald's parking lot 2
white front legs & tail that
curls over the back $100
reward 270-753-4828
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

Card of Thanks

Help Wanted

DRIVERS
SS$SSSS$SSSSSSSS$S$SSS
Owner Operators!
High Earning Potential And
a $2500 Sign on Package'
Nations Largest Tank
Carrier needs Owner
Operators Work with a
dispatcher that cares
nor more into call Chuck
8 a m -5 p m
41877-203-5963
S$$$SSS$$$SSSSS$$$S$SS
IMMEDIATE OPENING,
FLEXIBLE TIME
POSITION
Production worker to operate commercial mail processing equipment. Flexible
hours. Driving and lifting
required. Basic computer
skills helpful Must have
mechanical aptitude to
perform minor repair and
maintenance. Willingness
to work hard a MUST.
Health insurance, paid vacation, and profit sharing
available. Apply in person
at Automated Direct Mail,
87 Spuce St., Suite #B,
Murray. KY.

The family of Charles L. Carson would
like to thank the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Dr Hollis Clark & Staff Dr. Randy
Blackburn, Dr Mehdi Ahmadi & Staff the
Home Health & 3rd Floor Nurses at
MCCH. My co-workers at Westview
Nursing Home & PTL especially ourfamily, neighbors & friends for the food,flowers, prayers & kindness. You will all be
remember in our prayers.

PRACTICAL DENTAL
ASSISTING
We are now taking applications for the class which
starts Sept. 8th. You will
be trained on Saturdays
for 11 weeks, allowing you
to keep your present iob
while you gain skills for a
new career. For more information. Of to register,
call Dr. Charles Bohle in
Paducah at 270-442-0256.
Limited enrollment, call
now.

The family of Charles L. Carson

As the
Murray-Calloway County
Park Pool swimming season
nears to an end. I wanted to take
the chance to thank everyone that
came out and swam with us this
summer Thanks to the Parks Board
for allowing me to run the pool this
summer. A big thank you to my
lifeguards who all did a wonderful
job watching the kids, keeping
them safe while they swam.
We have a safe, clean and
attractive pool that bvill hopefully
be improved upon this fall.
Ourfamilies in Calloway County
deserve to have a place to cool off in the
summer I hope we can get our
,
community and it's leaders to support ,
our park. Lets keep our youth
i
off the streets and support all
family activities.

Thank youfor your time.
Mike Sykes. Park Pool
Aquatic Direct°

Arri,

Service
Maintenance Division
has full & PT opening,
For energetic, team
oriented people.

060

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
6600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts
260 Immediate Openings

Students Welcome
to apply
Call Chris

060

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

$2.50 extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guidei $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

Help Warned

753-5726
ASSISTANT Manager
DRIVER TRAINEES
Retail sales. Experience
NEEDED NOW!
necessary Full benefits, Need a great career?
excellent
opportunities. Werner needs entry- level
No phone calls please
truck drivers. No experiSales and goal oriented ence necessary. Earn
applicants only bring re- $600 to $900 per week
sume to manager at
plus benefits. NO CDL?
On-Cue located in
NO PROBLEM! CDL trainThe Shoppes Of Murray
ing is now available in your
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is area. 1-800-242-7364. ,
now seeking a quality in- DRYWALL finishers and
laborers needed
753surance nurse full RN
Must be license in the 6415
ELECTRICIAN
state of Kentucky. Please
apply in person at Brit:they- Needed Full or part time
en of Benton 2607 Main Send resume to PO Box
1040-J, Murray, Ky 42071
st , Benton EOE/AAE
EXPERIENCED
CAREER Opportunity. Full
CAR HAULERS
or Part time. Earn $500
Class 1 CDL Drivers wantplus per week. 759-2147.
ed for over the road posiCERTIFIED Aerobics
tion. We offer medical.
Instructors
Needed at Murray Family dental. 401K, paid holiYMCA. Mornings and eve- days, and paid vacations.
For more details. contact
nings. Apply in person
Randall Starks at Blue808 Chestnut.
grass Auto Transport, a diGOLF Course
vision of United Road
Superintendent
Services. Call 270-753Send resume to:
4810, or 731-247-3050.
Benton County Club
PART TIME Telemarketer
P.O. Box 221
Benton, K. 42025
Salary plus commission
Attn . Larry McCully
898-7478

Want Big

Bucks SSS
Drive Big Trucks!!!

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908
Tobacco Warehouse Laborers
Needed
Growers Loose Leaf Floor is recruiting three
tobacco warehouse laborers for a job to last
from October 15, 2001 to March 31, 2002.
Normal working hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Monday to Friday. Pay rate is $5.81 per
hour. No experience is needed. Workers will
help load and unload trucks; prepare
tobacco for auction; straighten tobacco on
baskets after auction. Workers will be
required to sweep floors daily. Workers will
be responsible for their own travel and
housing expenses. Only persons authorized
to work permanently in the U.S. need to
apply.
Please send a resume to.

Ginny Burton, 2971,
Department for Employment Services
275 E Main Street, 2-W
Frankfort, KY 40621
"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"

Request for Applications

SCHOOL NURSE
COMING SOON!

THE BULL PEN
Steaks and Spirits
Est.2a:/1

Upscale Restaurant
Now Hiring
Managers, Assistant Managers,
Servers, Bartenders, Cooks,
Dishwashers & Bus Boys
Apply In Person
Between 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
at
110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071

Full-Time
Calloway County School System
Calloway County Board of Education is currently seeking qualified candidates for the position of SCHOOL NURSE. The successful candidate will want to provide the fullest possible
educational opportunity for each district student by minimizing absence due to illness and
creating a climate of health and well-being in
the school system. This full-time position
requires an RN with a current Kentucky license
as set by State Certification authorities.
Interested individuals may obtain an application from the Calloway County Board of
Education at 2110 College Farm Road, Murray.
KY 42071 or by calling 270-762-7300.
Applications and/or letters expressing the
desire to he considered for the position must be
addressed to Larry Salmon. Superintendent, at
the address listed above. All applications must
be received in the board of education office no
later than August 20, 2001. Calloway County
Schools is an Equal Education and Employer
Institution.

Help Wanted

Educational Advisor,
Trio/ Educational Talent
Search, Murray State University. Full time, twelve
month position to begin
August 2001. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
in education, human services, communications or
related field required. Experience working with
youths facing educational,
cultural, and/or socioeconomic barriers required,
preferably in an educational setting. Experience in
career, financial aid, personal development, and/or
educational advisement
with middle/high school
youth. Must posses strong
communication. organizational, public relations
skills and be computer literate. Must be detail-oriented, able to handle multiple priorities, and to work
in groups or independently
with minimal supervision.
Extensive independent
weekly travel within the
seven county target area.
some evenings, weekends
and overnight travel is required. Responsibilities:
Coordinates recruitment
and scheduling of services for participants in
grades 6-12; conducts educational, career, financial
aid, personal development
and postsecondary planning workshops: coordinates field trips and cultural activities. Prepares participants' service plans.
caseload management,
follow-up and evaluation of
student participants. Responsible for recordkeeping and documentation including confidential materials. Interface with area
school systems to implement program. Application Deadline: August 10,
2001 To Apply: Send letter of application, resume.
names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
professional references to.
Lisa Needles- Chair,
Search Committee, Educational Talent Search,
Murray State University, 3
Trio Building. Murray, KY
42071-3344. Persons who
have succeeded in overcoming barriers similar to
those confronting target
population are encouraged
to apply Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D/. AA employer.
ROUTE Sales person
needed for small business
Good driving record a
must Training provided
753-9094

Happy Virthday
Safety Training Coordinator, Facilities Management, Murray State University. Full time, twelve
month position to be9in
September 2001. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Occupational Safety and Health (accredited
program) required. Master's preferred. Minimum of
two years experience in
the area of employee training required and one year
of experience in training of
skilled trades preferred.
Must possess excellent oral and written communication skills and be familiar
with environmental safety
and health computer software and Microsoft Office,
Access and Powerpoint.
Individual must have a
working knowledge of local, state and federal environmental safety and
health regulations. Must
have the ability to develop.
implement and document
various safety and health
training and educational
programs for an educationally diverse workforce.
Responsibilities:
Responsible for the organization and execution of the
University's Safety and
Health Training Program.
Assist with the development, implementation and
maintenance of various
environmental safety and
health programs on campus and satellite campuses. Application Deadline:
August 24. 2001. To Ap, par Send letter of application, resume, copies of
transcripts, names, addresses and phone numbers of three references
to: Jeff Steen -Chair,
Search Committee. Facilities Management, Murray
State University, General
Services Building. Murray,
KY 42071 Women and
minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
PT Driver\Escort for Mobile Home Moving business CDL preferred Must
be
eager
to
learn.
(270)753-7975.
RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shikiemanagers. Prior
reslaurant management
experience
preferred.
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.

"My Oh My
Ain't He Purty!
Can't Believe
He's Turning

Happy Birthday
Patrick
Robinson!"
100

150
Business

Opportunity
AREA Travel Agency for
sale. Email serious inquiries:
tylagt2001us@yah00.com

Domestic & Childcare
BABYSITTER needed to
5yr old. 2pm-11 30pm My
home or yours. Every
weekend plus 2 afternoons
during the week Weekends are flexible Call 7590207 Must be dependable!
BABYSITTER
needed
Weekdays Monday-Friday
Call 759-0861
GENERAL Housecleaning
753-3802
MRS Kim's Daycare now
has openings for infant
through School age
767-0791
WILL DO GENERAL
. HOUSE CLEANiNG
Call Linda 759-9553

200 Yamaha 4-wheeler &
Murray 12.5 riding mower,
Both in excellent condition.
436-2867

COMMERCIAL Building.
MACHINE quilting
500 N. 4th St.
$31.50 reg size
Call 877-726-4077 for
Murray Sewing Center
more information.
759-8400
HOMEWORKERS
ORLANDO Beach area. 7
Needed.
days/ six night stay. Paid
$635 weekly processing $600, sell for $199. Call
mail Easy! No experience 502-329-0386.
needed
•RAINBOW
vacuum
Call 1-888-517-2362
sweeper with Aqua Mate
Ext 4605 24hrs
shampooer. Excellent condition. $350 OBO
...Oster mixer with blender.
Great condition $60.
Computers
489-2917
COMPAQ Computer 40 STORAGE Buildings built
GIG harddnve, 900 MHZ on site. Lowest price in
processor,
10x
DVD area.. Call 437-4877
8x4x32 CDRW, 128 Meg STRAW for sale $2 bale
Ram $550 753-8630
Call 489-2436 if no answer, leave message
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
160
New computers... $399.
Home Furnishings
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
LAZ-E-BOY
sleeper
On 121S.
couch, in good shape. Per
fect for rec room or dorm
436-5933.
room. $100 OBO. 7539a.m.-7p.m.
5778.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard.
SPECIAL order King round
LAPTOP computer. Ash- bed has stereo, mirrored
ton Digital. Brand new. ceilings, motion lights,
Pentium III/ 1,000 mhz massage option Smith
processor/256 mb Ram/ Mattress (270)851-3160
20 GB hard drive/ 8X
DVD/ 56 K V-90 modem/
Antiques
LI/ VS/ 1.44 floppy drive/
Windows ME/ 14.1 TFT/ Presidential spoon collec
Internet ready. Priced tion. Consists of Presi
$1895. Call 753-6660 day dents George Washington
753-7955 night ask for Hal thru Lydon B. Johnson
LAPTOP computer. Com- Presidential bust on top of
paq 1200 XL-325. Pentium spoon, name engraved on
III/ 650 mhz processor/
spoon, special events in
64 mb Ram/ 6 GB Smart the bowl of spoon. Price
hard drive/56 ITU V-90 $200. Call 753-6660 day.
modem/
1.44
floppy
drive/10-100 base-T etherFarm Equipment
net/ 13.3 TFT/ Windows
ME/ Internet ready. Priced
Farmers
$1100. Call 753-6660 days ATTENTION
753-7955 night Ask for Corn almost ready? Dump
trl for sale. 11 to 1200 bu.
Hal.
capacity. Call 270-492MOM COMPUTERS
8892.
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Musktal
140
STUDENT band trumpet
Want to Buy
Good Shape $150
ANTIQUES
767-0850
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
Motiffe Homes For Sale
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
1973 Capella 2 br, 1 bath
Call 753-3633 ask
all furnished with good A/C
for Larry.
and appliances $1,400

SENIOR Accountant
Murray area. Salary per
experiences. Qualification:
Degree in accounting and
finance. Computer preferred, self starter, and literacy. Experience: General
Ledger, Accounts payable.
Payroll, General Accounting background, Prepare
budgets and forecast. Fax
resume to 270-444-0389. •GOOD use riding mower.
SONIC Drive-In of Mur- •Good or bad Master Craft
ray is now taking appli- for parts. 753-3696.
cations for crew mem- GOOD used carpet. Frost
bers for all shifts. No free refrigerator. Good
phone calls please. Ap- used air conditioners. 753ply in person at Sonic 4109.
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
150
Murray.
Articles
For Safe
090

Articles
For Sale

16' HD Lowboy utility trailer $800. 10hp Gilson riding mower. $175. 7539992.

(270)436-6321 afternoons
1988 Patriot, 14x80 3br, 2
bath. all appliances includMust be moved
ed
$7,000 OBO 492-6265 after 4pm
1992 Fleetwood- 2br., 2
bath, utility room, deck,
concrete steps. 492-8509.
Must be moved. All appliances included.
BACC 26x54 3br , 2 bath
3/4 acres on Airpport Rd
Call 489-2861

FOR sale a ic88'Pair Vista. 14x72 mobile home,
with carport and storage
building on a .6 acre
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
Dump & Walking
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Floor
Approximately 5.1 miles
Load Available
northwest of Murray off
Call (270)667-7694 Hwy. 121. Priced at
$28,000 or best offer
After 6 p.m
For more information
call 270-767-2265
A collector's dream! Loads extension 386.
of baseball & football
cards for sale Baseball
cards include Jackie Rob14X60 $20 pimo
inson, Stan Musial, Duke
12x60 $200 p/mo
Snider & Roy Campanella
753-6012
rookie. Cards range from
'50s thru today. Call 767- NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets. 753-9866
9339 for more information

SAWDUST

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
280
[ Mobile Homes For Real

440
[
1311
Apertmenta For Rent

3 br,, 2 bath home 10 minutes to MSU $550/mo
plus deposit 270-2475872 evenings
NICE 16x80 3br , 2 ba, appliances furnished, C/H/A
Pets welcome 375 per
month 270-759-4429
14X70 2br, 2 full baths,
freshly painted, 3 miles
east of Murray, yard mowing including No pets
deposit
plus
$285
(270)623-6314
2BR mobile home in country near Kentucky Lake
Stove
& refrigerator.
$295 p/mo, $250 deposit
(731)584-5469
RENT or sell on contract
2br. older trailer in Pirate's
Cove near Hardin, Ky
$250 + deposit
270-928-4831
11E1
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
300

Business Rentals

Partially Furnished
Office Space For Rent
204 S. 6th St
Available Immediately

270-753-2633

NICE 2br duplex w/carport. 1821 Ridgewood Dr
753-7457,
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

ies

FOR Rent Apartment Oak
Hill Dr. Spacious 1br., CM
and air, all appliances,
$300. per mo., deposit, no
pets, long term lease preferred, quiet residential
area. 753-2155.
GREAT 2br./1 bath duin
plexes/townhouses
Northwood or Cambridge
Lawncare & appliances
furnished, No pets.
753-2062 Days
437-4833 Nights &
Weekends
HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom
Central air/heat. 1.2,3.
Apartments furnished near
MSU.
753-1252 753-0606
Southside Manor Apts
1. 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing

753-8221
EHO

Lots For Sate

753-3853

2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109.
2 to 3br., house. Appliances furnished. 1yr. leaseno pets- references required. 753-4181 or 4892181
2BR Log home, in country
near Kentucky Lake, Stove
refrigerator $550
and
deposit
p/mo
$400
(731)584-5469
2BR, lease & deposit required. No pets. Call after
4:00 753-0728.
2BR + $350/mo + deposit
+ 1yr. lease. References
required. 489-2534.

Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS

270-753-1916

2,400 Square foot building, 100'x200 lot, paved lot

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxesI
•We rent U-HauR
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

floors, garden. 1 acre +/Asking $57,500. 759-0997
4 Bedroom house. 2 up, 2
down, 1 bath. 753-0373.
EXCEPTIONAL 2br, den,
large fenced backyard,
double carpet wistorage.
In a good neighborhood in
city. 753-5114. 759-8200
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge. Call 753-4109.
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice
2br 1 bath near MSU.
C/H/A, fenced in back yard
with deck, extra storage
space. $60's 753-8764.

AKC Miniature Dachshund
puppy. 6 weeks old, red,
male. 731-247-3727.
AKC registered, short
haired, miniature Dachshund. Born 4th of July
Price Negotiable.
575-0670
AKC Shelties. Tr -colors &
sables. Males & females.
ready August 8th. 270210-0724 270-474-8083.
DOG Obedience_
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
KOI fish and pond plants
492-8886 759-9793
SHIH-TZU puppies for
sale
731-782-3143 or
731-352-0037

Plus give-a-ways!!!
Serious offers
considered.
901-247-5645.

"•I

YARD SALE
(4 Party)
801 Meadow Lane
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Porcelain Dolls, Canopy
bed, John Deere chimes,
hammer handles, angle
grinders, name brand
shoes & clothes, antiques,
old covered wagon
can't list all

YARD
SALE
210 N. 8th
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Furniture, tractor,
stereo, computer
desk, nice toys.

LARGE
YARD SALE
At New Concord
Brick house with
white columns on hill
on Hwy. 121 South
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Bicycles, bunk bed,
antiques &
collectibles, iron
skillets, lawn mower.
furniture, lots more.
436-2487

1306 Farris Ave.
Off N. 13th behind McDonald's
Friday 7-? and Sat. 7-?
Tons of baby & toddler clothes, toys.
equipment, swing. basinett, high chair,
play pen, shoes and etc. Men's, women's
and misses sizes, exercise bike, books,
knick knacks, 1989 Ford Ranger, truck
topper & utility box and lots more.

LaFollette Dr.
Aug. 10 & 11
8 a.m. until ?

MOVING
SALE

Girls clothes age 1-8
and shoes, small &
med. ladies wear and
business wear (3-7)
and much more.
Stroller w/seat $60,
toddler bed $45, car
seat $30

Friday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
6605
121 South
Rain or Shine
Bargains
Galore

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

1505 Henry St.
Friday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
Riding lawn mower,
exercise equipment,
dog trailer, hunting
bow, dishes and
toys

94 east (R) on
280 to A.B.
Lassiter Rd.
Fri., Aug. 10 &
Sat., Aug. 11
8 a.m.-?
Lawn furniture,
camcorder, dirt
bike, toys, clothes.

YARD SALE
1691 Wrather Rd. - Airport
Rd. to Wrather turn right
follow signs.
Fri. & Sat.• 7 a.m.-Noon
Clothes, shoes, purses, household items,
china, good car, treadmill, many other items
& Western show hat with case Call 7531214 for car & treadmill info.
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270-436-2424.

FOR Sale by Owner
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, gas
heat 2000+ sq. ft. including
2 car garage, vinyl siding.
80's. 270-767-9369

-+
4Af
YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
-WO% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

HUGE 3 FAMILY TAG SALE

YARD SALE

ceiling, sky light,s. deck &
patio Basement red/ workshop. Quiet street. Shady
yard. Walk to university.
216 Woodlawn Ave. Call
753-5091
NEAT lake area 2/3 br, 2
bath home. 2 porches &
large patio. 2000+ sq ft.
New roof, heat pump,
dishwasher, bath, & more.
1 acre lot. Community
dock & boat ramp. By appointment only. $71,500.

Ifria"41
7

Call Smith's Poultry 437-4660

Used Cars

Global Mortgage Link
Gerr,‘ Puckett • Pat Butler • Jac cpelyn Watson
753-7407• II 1 N. 12th St. Suite B

95 Honda XR 250R
4 stroke $1,600 OBO
753-1529

1

111:FortUttftty Wthichis

93 'Ford Explorer, XLT,
2WD, 4 door, New CD
player. $3990 753-3392

'85 Jeep Cherokee Laredo
'67 Dodge 1 -ton
436-5477
95' Dodge neon $1,100
OBO For information call
753-8286 or 436-5540
By Owner
98 Grand Pnx SE 89,xxx
miles, clean, $8,900 OBO
753-0703, 559-5451

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

AUCTION
Saturday, Aug.
11, 2001
4:30 p.m.
National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 Bypass

National Federation of the Blind/Murray will
have for auction new and used items donated by area businesses and individuals.

Steve Morton, Auctioneer

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737.
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce.
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886

AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling• Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272.
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing

410
Public Sale

A
C

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling additions
porches decks roofing,
siding, concrete, fences
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380

FOR SALE
Silver 1996 Plymouth
Breeze 4dr,
good condition
Over 100,000 miles
If interested in buying call
759-9215

$39,900
435-4632 or 559-8510
2BR., cottage home in LOTS of living space 3br.,
'93 Dodge Shadow
country. C/H/A, wood 2 bath, 2,000 sqft . vaulted

.

2BR. house. C/H/A. no
pets. $550/mo + 1yr. lease
+ deposit. 753-2259 or
400
527-8174.
Yard Sale
2BR. near MSU. $350/mo,
with stove, refng., w&d,
A MOVING SALE!!
ceiling fans. Lease/deposAll items must go!
it, references, no pets
Prices slashed on:
753-10_59
2BR., 1 1/2 bath. 2 miles •bunk-beds "twin beds
from town,. Water furnish- 'chest of drawers .GE
stove/refrigerator.
ed,
dryer & stove 'refrigera$275 + deposit. 753-1059
tor 'warm morning
References required No
propane stove.
pets.

Storage Rentals

3800sqft 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray. Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687_

12 acres 10 minutes GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Murray Priced like a fixer upper,
Southeast
of
$1,495 Easy terms 753- but everything new and
9302
ready to move into 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room

qhfkir

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square or round
bales,
753-5719 559-1761

SMALL 2br. brick house. 1
mile from city limits. Hwy
641 S. $325. 753-6156.
SMALL house for rent
474-8080

boat ramp

$10,500 OBO 759-5945
436-6320
LOTS for sale Starting at

The Classifieds

LA..

3-4 bedroom, sunroom, livingroom, large kitchen/dining. 2.5 bath, utility with
washe & dryer, new cenheating
&
air.
tral
$560/month & deposit.
753-1378.
3BR house for rent. 811
Coldwater Road. Lease&
Deposit. 759-3555 after
5pm.
3BR, 2 bath in county
$500 mo plus deposit
489-2296
3BR, 2 bath, brick minutes from town. Gas
heat, central air. $500. Deposit, $500. Rent. No pets.
Reference required. 7536105 after 5pm.
3BR, 2 bath, redecorated.
stove/Refregerator. Great
location near MSU. Parking. No Pets. $595/Mo
753-8585. (Rent to own).
NEWLY remodel 3br, 1
bath. Brick / vinyl home.
Stove, refrigerator, new
dishwasher, carport with
large storage area, large
deck. $550 p/mo., plus deposit, lease required, no
pets. Prefer Couple. 1713
Ridgewood. Call 759-4665
or 753-9862.
NICE & clean 2 bedroom
refrigerator, stove, new
washer & dryer, carport,
storage sled. No pets.
Rent & deposit $400. Call
753-7920.
NICELY kept 2br, brick
house. 1,000 sq. ft. Hardwood & tile floors, gas
heat, W/D, $450 + deposit.
No pets. Available immediately. 416 N. 8th St. 4892741.

1152loame For WM

3 lots
12x50 bld water, septic 1
block from

490

1

Lots For Sala

$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles Also land home packages
North, Murray 753-1967
270-437-4838
SADDLE Creek Subdivision_ Restricted. Quiet
neighborhood. All utilities
Still A Classic!
underground. Bargain at
$14,500 753-2556

FOR SALE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Reduced $45,000 - 203 N. 6th Street

TI)l) I-8110-545-1833 Ext. 283

2BR duplex, 207 S. 11th
$325. p/mo. 753-3415.
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A 6300 Also 2br,
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR. duplex in Northwood.
$425/mo. 759-4406.
2BR. Duplex. C/H/A, stove
& refrigerator. 753-8067
No pets.
2BR., townhouse Brick.
C/H/A, all appliances
Clean, nice. Northwood
Dr. 1yr lease. No pets.
753-3153
7537900.
2BR., very nice furnished
apt. C/H/A, available now.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
3BR., 1 bath, walk to
MSU 759--5885
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
4br. Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
EXTRA nice, quiet area,
great location. 1br. 1 bath,
Central gas heat/ air, all
appliances with W/D, 1
year lease. 1 month depoSit. No pets 753-2905.

440

270-753-1364

Call (270)753-1970

2BR Duplex, 1.5 bath.
$425 p/mo. 753-9113.

All Size Units
Available

FOR sale- Small Commer
$200/mo 753-4109
cial building Main St , Ha1 or 2br, apt. at 1610
zel Ky. Approx 500 sq ft
Farmer No pets All utilitPhone 270-753-1691 or
paid. 759-4826

1213 N. 16th St.•
Accepting applications.
I & 2 bedroom townhouses.
central heat & air.
Basic Rent starting at $.31.51X)
Office Hours: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

1BR and 2br duplex apartments, furnished, excellent
neighborhood near MSU
No pets $225 to $395 per
month. 753-8585.
1br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid. $285.
month plus deposit. Near
downtown. 436-2755.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay.
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR, like new. appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
1BR.
furnished
apt.
$225/mo. + deposit No
pets. 121 N. next to Fairgrounds. 753-3139.

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What Its Worth'

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at

FORRE,ST VIEW
APARTMENTS
Nlurra

1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

Real Estate
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•Driveways
•Parking lots

Vans
1993 Buick. Green metal
ic, 4 dr., loaded, good
condition, $2,500. Call
474-8083.
1994 Pontiac Sunbird
$3,500., excellent condition 762-0394
1997 Nissan 4dr. Pathfinder. Nice. 37,xxx miles.
Must sell. $17,000. 7530434.
'90 Cadillac Seville 4 door,
white, wired leather power
recliner lumbar seats.
74,xxx miles. 753-0114

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, August 18, 2001 • 10 a.m.
(Open House Sunday, Aug. 12, 2 p.m.-4 p.m.)
Location: 1885 Crossland Rd. - near Puryear, TN. From Hazel,
KY, proceed south on US Hwy. 641 S. to first paved road on the
right, Crossland Rd. (also known as Underwood Crossing).
Turn right onto Crossland Road and proceed approx. 1.5 miles
to auction.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Orr are relocating out of state and
will offer their recently constructed, quality built home at auction. The Orr's spared no expense in building this maintenance free, 1,750 sq. ft. ranch style home. The home is located
in northwest Henry Co., TN on a quiet .61 acre lot. This three
bedroom, two full bath, eat in kitchen, large den, 2-1/2 car
garage is in move in condition.
Quality
construction
plusfine
materials
create this
(awry
Henry
County
home.
Terms on Real Estate: 10% down day of auction. Balance within 30 days upon delivery of deed. Many extra features of this
home include central heat and air with heat pump, screened
patio, beveled mirror in dining and makeup areas, large walk
in closets, eat in kitchen, solid oak six panel doors throughout,
and much more.
Auction conducted in cooperation with Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realty, Murray, KY (270)753-1492

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
website: farrisauction.com
e-mail: wdan@Idd.net
Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale take precedence o‘er all prmted matenal

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Aug. 11., 2001 • 10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn Grove. From
Mayfield, KY take Hwy. 121 South to Hwy. 1836 South,
follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Ethan Allen chair & ottoman - solid oak roll top desk - 2 door oak cabinet - oak hutch - Grandfather clock- large oak table w/6 chairs - oak
t.v. table - old oak crib - dressers - china hutch - bed - floor & table
lamps - electric lounge chair - desk - antique kerosene lamps - oak
end table - couch - large lot of linens - office supplies - wall mirror small statues - microwave - large rubber storage locker - folding
chairs - 2 glass display hutches - brass bed - 2 solid oak church
benches - t.v. - VHS movies - high chair - large lot of records - old
glass & china - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - Christmas
decorations - 4 pc. white Provincial bedroom suite - other 4 pc. bedroom suite - stereo - lamp table - swivel rocker - beautiful old X Player
Windsor piano - nice baby bed & crib - cast iron &'wood bench - several figurines - large Daniel Boone statue - 12 h.p. riding mower antique cast iron bath tub - lawn mower - large and small quartz rocks
- fossil rocks - Tupperware - old coins and much more.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.
Not responsible for accidents. Auction held rain or shine.
Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn $11281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
Asphalt SEALCOATING

2000 Chrysler Town &
Country Limited. 16,000
miles w/all options. Call
8am-5pm 753-2705 after
5pm 753-8998.
DODGE
Caravan
LE
1990, 140,xxx, all highway, very good engine,
maintained, new parts.
(270)753-2009_
GOO
Used Trucks

Call Ronnie Geunn

-The Asphalt Doctor"
-Compare our work
'Compare our prices
'References furnished
'Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
'Fully Insured
'Free Estimates
270-759-1953

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

1986 GMC, 4wd, 305, fair
condition motor and transmission good. $1.500
436-2007.

Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113.
1989 Ford F-450 Superd- CARPORTS Starting at
uty, 12'bed 42' metal $675 installed Roy Hill
sides, steel floor, pto hoist, (270)436-2113
460 gas eng , 5 speed en- COMPLETE LAWN CARE
gine needs work, good
OF MURRAY
tires, new paint, 145K ml Friday Openings Available
Call after 8pm 498-8950
*Lawn mowing,
'Landscaping.
1992 Chevy 5-10. extend•Bed mulching
ed cag truck, excellent
Residental-Commencal
condition, low miles
Free Estimates -Insured
759-1994 or 559-2620
270-759-4762
72 Chevy LWB, dark blue.
270-753-6772
sharp $3,500 492-8475
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Campers
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Wal1974 Winnebago Low
ters 753-2592.
mileage Runs good Call
FENCING
437-3980
Midway Fence All types.
Complete services.
Boats & Motors
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
1992 Manta Ray Ski boa
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
only 94 hrs on engine, ride
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
guide steering, great con- Trimming, removal, stump
dition. Asking $8,000 Call grinding, firewood. Insur759-4265.
ed. 489-2839.
1994 Chaparral 180 LS
LEE'S
Ski Boat. Excellent condiCARPET
tion. Always kept inside.
CLEANING
Includes trailer and lots of
•Carpets 'Furniture
extras. $8,200. Please call
-Emergency water
753-1573.
removal
'Free Estimates
Services Offered
'Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
A affordable hauling. Junk
753-5827.
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-2867
MOVING

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE

Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment_ •
Free estimates.
753-5484.

410
Public Sale

410
Public Sale

re.ri7. ;47.ri.Z.ilfr?-ir#1IITAT‘Q=r4-Ti-T17;4
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVA77ONS!
Saturday, August 25th, At 10:00 A. M.
ffilr. & Mrs. Prentice Duncan"
i4 101 r-ii Its Calf IVII &arra I/, ICY
Near Dexter "Brooks Chapel"
From Murray. Take Hwy 641 North 8 Miles To Hwy 1346....From
Hardin. Take Hwy 641 Or Hwy 1824 South 1.5 Miles To Hwy
1346. Proceed East 1 5 Miles To Brooks Chapel Road, Proceed
North 1 Mile To Bray Lane... Signs Posted!!

74.878 ACRES
In 6 Tracts & Combinations
North Central Calloway County
Tracts From 6 Acres To 33 Acres
NICE MINI TRACT HOME SITES!!
PIIIIIPPI"Wil.P."7".

ry'2 ,
,,,,tr -...? '
K.
...*. ,.

„_.

:.;1

ALL TRACTS HAVE PAVED ROAD FRONTAGE!!
Fronting Brooks Chapel Rd & Bray Lane
Trees - Meadows - Country Settings
Roiling Terrain - Outstanding HuntIng111
15% Down With A Minimum Deposit Of

33,000.00 Pow Tract, Dwane,In 30 Days,

JAMES R. CASH
Tx -;;;AUC'0%EER8 REAL ESTATE ,r.4
RLI

FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466 11.
7,0
-,-1E SELLING MACHINEn

Cs,/ For Brach'',

.........., iormysurcash.00m
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Services Offered

Services Offered

1111114W
4:teWoMAFRICIOR.
Your Ad Could Be netitOma
Here For Only
$250.00 Per Month!

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or
Tammy In Classified Department

Services Offered

We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

•Acid Cleaning Available

=Moving=
Cross Counuy Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers

;-f--",

I

Pius...all other home improvements

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

LICENSED & INSURED

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

rCHRIS KROUP'0
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
Custom Furniture & Cabinetry

Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement
11.1,

Brothers
Tree Service

Residential/Commercial

Free Estimates

Thee Trimming

24 Hr Service

Cleanup Seruice

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paid fa nth
Removal

'WORK FROM HOME.
-Mail order/Internet. Free
training, free information .800-444-1871.
www.cash2wealth.com.
•AAA GREETING CARD
ROUTE 80 Hi Traffic Locis.
Earn $1500 wkly. Free info.
800-277-9424.
•NEW
FRANCHISES
AVAILABLE
Investment
required. Dollar Store.
MollyMaids.
Fantastic
Sams, Computer Doctor,
Coffee Shops, Payless Car
Rental, Fast Food. 100's
more available in all markets CALL TOLL FREE
877-792-2801
FOR SALE
*WOLFF TANNING BEDS
TAN AT HOME' Buy direct
and save' Commercial/
home units from $199.00.
Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog. Call
today 800-842-1310
www.np etstan.com
•SURPLUS
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT; 8x8
walk-in cooler, stainless
steel tables/racks, ref ngerator. tables & chairs, gas
oven & grill, exhaust hood,
fire suppression Almost
new 859-737-0040.
*WINDOW
& SIDING
SALE $69 per mo All credit accepted, no money
down Lifetime warranty
Call toll free today for free
estimate 888-670-3035.
Weathermaster Products
•Some Restrictions Apply

,CLASSIFIED

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

CELLTOUCH,inc.

Statewide
Classifieds

•ATTENTION!
LOWER • DRIVERSOOTR. *DRIVERS. Solos up to
Regional. Short Haul & .450 per mile. Teams up to
YOUR monthly TV bill
DISH Network slashes Dedicated
Lease pur- 48c per mile, Contractors
monthly
TV
costs! chase avail. All experience .81c all miles. Lease
Amencais
Top
100 levels welcome. No exp? options avail. (No money
MSC Academy. 800-231- down) Fuel incentives.
Channels only $9/month
5209 Call Kyra ext -2941. 7 increased holiday orientaSave now. Call for details
tion pay & more!(No CDL,
days/week!
888-292-4836.
No Exp., Need Training)'GET
TRUCK DRIVERS
HIRED!
GET
Call Burlington
TRAINED! GET PAID!
HELP WANTED
Motor Carriers 800-583•DRIVERS-CDL TRAIN- Hiring 150 drivers in your 9504
area!
14
Day
CDL
Training
ING get paid while training
'DRIVERS OTR-MARTEN
for placement with major Available. 100% financing
TRANSPORT, LTD. Can
available.
Call
888-645trucking company. Earn big
Pay You With 1 Year Plus
8505.
Exp'd
drivers
800money! Commonwealth
Experience, 33c Per Mile.
Truck Driving School. Call 958-2353. .
800-395-3331.
• DRIVERS'Swift
toll free: 877-970-4043.
Calw
ww l marten.com.
•DRIVERS-TRACTOR Transportation is hiring
'DRIVERS-Home Every
TRAILER, New Starting experienced ad inexperiWeekend, No New York
enced
drivers
and
0/0.
Pay
Scale,
Paid
City' Company. 'Top Pay,
Orientation,
Earning CDL training is available.
.36c 'paid insurances and
Potential Up To $50.000 We offer great pay. benemore. Owner OperatorPer Year. Full Benefits, fits and consistent miles
New: •.86c/mile (includes
800-284-8785
(eoe-m/f)
New Model Conventional
3c fuel surcharge) 'paid
Tractors. Quality Home •HI-CUBE
EXPRESS
base
plate/permits/fuel
Time. Regional & OTR Owner Operators! Home
taxes
'reimburse
Drivers Needed. NO STU- weekly' No east coast, no
tolls/scales. Lease pur0
,0
touch
freight,
DENTS PLEASE Call
75
chase program available.
drop/hook. no upfront
Arctic Express
800-948-6766. www.epescosts. Call 800-200-2823.
800-927-0431
transport.com.
www.arcticexpress.com or •DR1VERS-$600 orienta*DRIVERS:
MALONE
P.O. Box 129.
tion pay for van and
Needs additional Owner/
Hilliard, OH 43026
flatbed. Up to .41 cpm.
Operators based in the
*DRIVERS, over the road. Regional and OTR openMidwest
to
Handle
Family
35 states. Flat with sides. ings
Medical/
Increase
Outbound
late model conventionals Dental. 401(k) Retirement.
Freight, With return loads.
3 years experience. $2,000 Late Model Conventionals.
Stop by our Rockport, IN
PFT-Roberson
Sign On Bonus Start .340Terminal
Or
.380 mile+ benefits. Call
800-473-5581.
Jenny CO Malone
Freight
C i
800-444-6648
*DRIVERS. Allied Van Lines 888-239-5527.
•ATTENTION DRIVERS- Lines has openings in elec'
DRIVER-41.500 sign-On
NO EXPERIENCE NEC- tronics and trade shows
Bonus Up to 350/mile.
ESSARY'
TMC Class A CDL with 1 year
Starting loaded/empty. Full
Transportation needs driv- o/t/r experience Tractor
benefits. Direct deposit.
ers
$650 guaranteed Purchase available. Call
Tarp pay. Assigned conweekly Potential to earn 800-634-2200,
Dept
ventional. OwnerOperators
$900 per week or more AKYS.
800-441-4271
needed!
and still get home on •WANT TO BE HOME
WET 135
weekends! For CDL train- EVERY 5-7 DAYS" Run
'DRIVER:
WANTED!
ing call 800-206-7364.
regional with more pay
Company drivers and
*DRIVERS. LOOK! Get than most long haul driv0/0Pis Dedicated cusYour Class A CDL IN JUST ers' 12 months OTR
tomers-airfreight
OTFi
15 DAYS' Great Job required.
HEARTLAND
CDL Class-A drivers.
EXPRESS
Opportunities
800-441-4953
Available
Limited openings' Call
With Tuition REIMBURSE- yvww heartianoexpress corn
Now'
800-788-7357'
MENT, If Qualify Get On *DRIVERS
NORTH
wwwlandair corn.
The Road To A New Career American Van Lines has
& Earn Big Bucks! IN openings in Specialized •DRIVER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT. Now offerSTATE TRAINING' Call Truckload. Relocation and
ing Per Diem Pay for
800-301-6759
Flatbed fleets. Minimum of
Experienced Teams. Solos
*HEAVY
EQUIPMENT 6 months o/Vr experience
arid
Trainers
0/0OPERATORS NEEDED Tractor purchase available.
Solos/Teams 83c Plus fuel
NOW 21 Day Training Call 800-348-2147, Dept.
surcharge
Call
888Program Learn to operate KYS
MORE-PAY
(888-667Trackhoes,
Bulldozers,
•$BIG MONEYS N T S
3729)
Backhoes
NO money
Placement Company
Southern
*DRIVERS:
down $38.000 1st year
Needs Drivers'
Indiana Company Needs
potential Call NOW' 866Inexperienced Up To
Drivers
For
Flatbed
432-8937
$600 Experienced Up to
Operation. Late Model
$1000 Pay Up To 42
Equipment Home Most
cpm. Paid training, if you
Weekends' Must Be 23
qualify. 888-781-8556
Yrs Old/ Yrs. Expenence
Statewide
Tractor Trailer Training
Call Paula
800-264Classifieds
2442

vertmnvi.lreless
I mai 1.1••••

Dixieland Shopping Center
Behind ,
i•rdeee on Cho otelut St

76 7 - 9 1 1 1
Call us to compare!

500
NightslWeekend
Minutes

FREE
Dicjital Phone!

Hook up your home phone service!
No coNeect,
No credit Cooelni

39

.95 plus tax

N
N O=1:71011 SCSi$

Some restrictions may aptyy Celluiar service sJoject to credit c.'xick and aDproval
Fee All be cbarged tor ea term rabon m-facl Othe• 'estric•ions majaQy Exptes

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916
V-8, Auto., A/C,
Tilt/Cruise, Cassette,
Carpet, Sid. Glass,
40/20/40 Cloth Seats,
Two-Tone Paint, Chrome
Grill & Bumper, P/W,
P/L, Fog Lights

VISA

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

•OWN A DOLLAR STORE'
Minimum requirement 20K.
800-227-5314.

753-1916

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500

*BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EARN UP TO
$100.000 PLUS! National
marketing group looking
for ambitious people interested in owning their own
business_ Fully financed
opportunity with full support. Recorded info 888262-1865.

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

www.murrayledger.com

r-̀',--'-Lamb

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

.(3) STEEL QUONSET
ARCH STYLE BUILDINGS' Factory cancellations. New 40x60, 50x100.
Liquidation
prices
American Steel Span 800803-7982.

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
PAINTER
Will paint inside and outside $40 to $50 a room
492-6278

FREE
PALLETS

Phone (270)759-4734

David Borders

David's Home Improvement

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

•CLEARANCE -HUGE
SAVINGS on select Steel
Arch Buildings including
20x28, 25x26, 40x80.
Great backyard workshops, garages and more.
Call 800-341-7007.
www steelmasterusa.corn

ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
•Driveways, *Parking lots
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
coating, 'Stripping,
*Chip & seal
Fully insured.
Locally owned & operated
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537

•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

1-800-909-9064

3 =137/
irre"7
775357

BUILDINGS

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building. additions,
remodeling Rotten floors,
sagging roofs Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
References Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.

S.OE-

Irail

Statewide
Classifieds

Services Offered

Services Offered

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

*HERE'S YOUR CHANCE'
REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
Great Career & CDL in 2
weeks! Job Placement/ 'LAKE CABIN RETREAT!
Company Paid Training 3.4 acs/$69,900 New 1600
Available/Up
to $850 sq. ft. Ig cabin to be built.
Weekly. Call 800-995- Access beautiful Lake
5832/Exp'd Drivers
Cumberland, KY in min.
800-958-2353.
Other lakefront parcels
'DRIVERS-Solo (1 year available. EZ financing.
experience) & Teams. Toll-free 866-770-9311 ext
OTR/Regional, Excellent 515.
Pay, Great Miles, Assigned
RESORTS RENTALS
Equipment,
Immediate
**GET MARRIED!i
Benefits, EOE. Call Bob or
SMOKY MOUNTAINS,
Tony.
800-553-CRST
areas most beautiful
(2778)
chapels, ordained
HELP WANTED
Ministers, Complete
Arrangements,
'TRAIN
AND
WORK
Honeymoon/Family
CLOSE
TO
HOME!
Cabins, Breathtaking
Choose from one of 7 job
Views, Pool Wedding
centers across the state
Arrangements 800-893and receive free training
7274, Vacation Lodging
right here in Kentucky. Job
800-634-5814
Corps staff will help you
smokyweddings.corn
plan your career, find a
great job close to home •A BEAUTIFUL. COMand earn more money
PLETE SMOKY MOUNwhen you graduate Get TAIN WEDDING. Original
you GED or high school
Log Wedding Chapel
diploma while living on a
Everything provided: phoKentucky Job Corps centos, video, flowers, formal
ter. Residential and nonwear, cabins. Smokies
residential programs availbest value. 800-262-5683
able Ages 16-24. Call 1www.smokymtnwed866-JOBCORPS for more
dingchapels.com
information about a center
•ROMANTIC CANDE near you.
LIGHT WEDDINGS.
•FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
Ordained Ministers,
GIFTS has openings for
Elegantly Decorated Full
party plan advisors and
Service Chapel. Photos,
managers. Home decor,
videos, honeymoon cabgifts, toys, Christmas. Earn
ins. Fourth Night Free
cash, trips, recognition.
Gatlinburg, TN 800-933Free catalog, information
7464_ www.sugarlandwed800-488-4875.
dings.corn. E-mail
PET/PET SUPPLIES
weddings id sugarlandweddings.com
'GET LATEST TECHNOLOGY in flea/tick control -PANAMA CITY BEACH
Happy Jack Kennel Spot Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
(TM): More active ingredi- Resort. From $39(1-2 p.m.
ent, quicker kill, longer Arrive
Sun/Mon.-FREE
residual. Lower price! At night starting 8/19/01
Southern States stores
Restrictions). Pools, nver
(www.happyjackinc.com)
ride, suites. bar 800-4888828 www.sandpiperbeacon.corn

Statewide
Classifieds

M.S.R.P. $22,160, Sale Price

V-6, Auto, Dual,
A/C, Dual
Sliding Doors,
P/W,P/L,
Tilt/Cruise,
Cassette,
Roof Rack
M.S.R.P. $26,830, Sale Price

Auto.,
A/C,P/W,
P/L,
Tilt/Cruise,
Cassette
M.S.R.P. $28,045, Sale Price

V-8, Auto.,

Dual, A/C,3rd
Seat, P/W,P/L,
Tilt/Cruise,
Cassette
M.S.R.P. $30,340, Sale Price

Statewide
Classifieds

("Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company.)

Check Us Out
On The Web!
www.murrayledger.com

2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

1

To give you related information I am
sending you a copy of my Health
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a woman, Report "Understanding Heart
age 30, in good health, a non-smoker Disease." Other readers who would
and an avid athlete 1 was recently like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
diagnosed with paroxysmal atrial self-addressed, stamped envelope to
tachycardia. This terrifies me, but my Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe, OH
doctor assures me it is benign. Am I 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the title.
right to worry?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have constant
DEAR READER: Paroxysmal atrial stomach pain and loose bowels, fainttachycardia (PAT) is a common disor- ing and double vision. On one occader of heartbeat in which the pulse sion, my blood sugar was low (35 milspeeds up (tachycardia) to 120 beats ligrams per deciliter). One doctor told
per minute or greater because of mav- me to take Zantac; another said I have
erick electrical impulses generated in ovarian cysts. I'm a medical mess.
one of the heart's low-pressure cham- Where do I go next?
bers (atria) in a paroxysmal or cyclic
DEAR READER: This is a complipattern. Ordinarily, the ailment is not
won't presume to secserious, but it can be terrifying - sort cated story. I doctors. Nonetheless,
your
ond-guess
of like having a stuck accelerator in
one possibility occurs to me: You may
your car.
have a chronic inflammation (or a
The attacks usually last only a few tumor) of your pancreas. This could
minutes and can usually be terminat- cause pain and, because of a deficiened by performing the Valsalva maneu- cy of digestive enzymes, diarrhea.
ver: Taking a deep breath and straining hard for a moment or two. This Insulin is produced by the pancreas,
produces an increase in pressure in so an inappropriately high quantity
the chest that stimulates the heart to could lead to hypoglycemia (low blood
slow down anct reset at a more normal sugar), which may be the paramount
cause of your symptoms. Further, if
rate.
your diarrhea is causing excessive
PAT is not ordinarily a sign of heart loss of fluid from your body, this dehydisease. It is frequently triggered by dration could lower your blood prescaffeine or stress and is a common sure, resulting in fainting and double
accompaniment of mitral valve pro- vision.
lapse, a floppy valve in the heart. In
I do not believe that your ovarian
people with repeated, frequent cysts, a common cause of cyclical
episodes of PAT, medicines can be abdominal pain in women, are related
prescribed to prevent the runaway to your symptoms.
rhythm. If you have an occasional
I suggest that you seek a consultaattack, don't worry; cut out caffeine tion with a gastroenterologist. Unless
and other stimulants (including tobac- I miss my guess, he will assiduously
co products) and ask your doctor to check your pancreas with a CT scan
show you the Valsalva maneuver so and blood tests, including insulin, levthat you can control your heart rate els. Could this be secondary to an
when necessary.
insulinoma, a pancreatic tumor?
If these simple measures are inef- Possibly. The gastroenterologist can
fective, you will need further studies sort this out.
by a cardiologist, including a cardiac
ultrasound, blood tests, a cardiogram
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
and - possibly-a stress test.
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR PROUD: Your son's
coach is so focused on winning
that he has lost sight of the fact
that children's sports are supposed to teach them sportsmanship and a love of the game.
Talk to the parents of your
son's teammates. It's possible
that you can find allies.

(*On most cars & trucks)

(We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606
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Ten years ago
At least two offers have been
made to purchase the Bank of Murray, according to a recent letter to
stockholders from Joe Dick, chairman of the bank's board of directors.
Published is a picture of Larry
Tyson, construction superintendent
with Adams Cooling Tower Construction from Moores Hill, Ind., installing the tower for a new air conditioning system to be used in the
building at Murray State University.
The
picture is by Staff Photographer
4**
Cyrus Afzali.
DEAR ABBY: When dining out
Twenty years ago
in a restaurant, where do you leave
An unoccupied house under conyour napkin when the meal is over?
I say it should be left on the table, struction on Edinborough Drive was
but my cousin thinks it should be destroyed fire on the early morning
placed on the seat of your chair. of Aug. 8.
Who is right?
Published is a picture of the stuCLUELESS COUSINS dents and the teacher, Carrie
Redden, of Blaldey School in the school
DEAR COUSINS: When the
meal is finished, your napkin year, 1927-28.
Jacalyn Terese Ross and William
should be placed to the left of
the place setting, unfolded. Jackson Abbott were married June
However, if you need to leave 19 at Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
the table during the meal, leave
Births reported include a girl to
your napkin on your chair and Mr. and Mrs. Terry D.
Williams,
push the chair in, close to the July 27; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs.
table.
Alan Morrison and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Darrell Reynolds, July 29.
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Thirty years ago
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
Murray City Schools will open
*5*
Aug. 25, according to Fred Schultz,
For an excellent guide to becoming a superintendent. Principals will be
better conversationalist and a more Eli Alexander, Murray High. Robert
attractive person, order "How to Be
Popular." Send a business-sized, self- Glin Jeffrey, Murray Middle, and
addressed envelope, plus check or money Dennis Taylor, Carter and Robertorder for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear son Elementaries.
Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis
Mount Morris, IL 61064-04.47. (Postage is
Smith of Kirksey were married 66
included.)

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday, Aug.
10, 2001:
Your words often trigger many reactions,
from confusion to excitement. You might
need to communicate several times in
different ways. Your sense of humor
takes the edge off others' nervousness
and any pressure you might feel. You
will accept even more responsibility this
year Use your resourcefulness. If you
are single, 2002 brings an important relationship. If you are attached, by sharing
more ofyour inner thoughts, a loved one
will feel even more deeply bonded. You
can count on this person. TAURUS
pushes you to achieve.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
**** Your dnve is akin to a hammer
pounding a nail. No matter what obstacles are in your path, you jump out of the
way. Clarify all messages. If someone
doesn't return your call, call again. Add a
stubborn edge, and you'll get results
Tonight: Your treat.
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
**** You wonder how others handle
confusion and misunderstanding. Could
you find a more effective way to deal
with this? Observe and ask. A key associate shares several tricks to make life
work. Skip lunch, but slip out of the
office early. Tonight: Finally. Time for
you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might feel as if you are in a

MR cRoW TOLD US SOME_
LE-GENDS AND STORIES
ABOUT HIS PEOPLE LATER
SOME.CHILDREN CAPAE_ AN'
DANCED To SINGING AND
DRUMS

Fi cr WFEE
S
THEY MA DE BA N NOCK ,
WHICH IS A KIND OF BREAD.
COOKED OVER THE FIRE, i
AND WE ATE IT WITH
MAPLE. SIRUP AN'BEANS!

MR CROW SANS ALL mEN
ARE BROTHERS,AND IF
Wu TAKE SOMETHINGFROM THE EARTH,LIOU
MUST GIVE SCe4E1-I ING
BACK HE ALSO TOLD
US Tb LISTEN TO
AND RESPECT
OUR ELDERS (

GRAMPA •
HOW COME- INDIAN)
PEOPLE WERE

CALLED
"SAVA&ES"?

• C,
V

THAT's
A
FINE
PHILOSOPH9

I'LL TAKE IT TO THE
GARAGE AND FIX IT

THAT'S WHERE ALL 5MALL
r

APPLIANCES GO TO DIE

great swamp filled with quicksand. No
matter which way you turn, you get in
knee-deep_ Ask yourself what you would
do if you were really slipping into quicksand. Do just that. Shout for help.
Someone will rescue you. Tonight: Do
something utterly relaxing. You need to.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Despite what you hear, you
seem to turn any problem into a win-win
situation. Schedule a meeting if need be.
Your interpersonal skills skyrocket.
Don't accept anyone's financial figures.
Do your own math. Tonight: Socialize to
your heart's content.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Buckle your seat belt. Whatever you
say, another chooses to disagree with
you. Just smile and use cnucs to brainstorm and strengthen your projects. Your
creativity turns even touchy situations
into win-wins. Kudos to the Lion!
Tonight: Play away the day's frustrations
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Count on the unexpected. and
Virgo will be in the driver's seat. Walk
away from touchy situations, for at least
a few minutes. Avoid all knee-jerk reactions. Curb a tendency to worry about the
"what ifs." Your resourcefulness calms
down uproar. Tonight: Run away from
work!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could be convinced that
the rest of the world has lost its mind.
Listen as someone presents the facts as
he sees them. Give someone else the
same opportunity. Once you have the
facts, you can toss out the problem and
come up with a solution. Others applaud
Tonight • Celebrate Friday night.

CROSSWORDS

ACROSS

-r

1 Catherine
--Jones
5 Statue
9- -fi
12 Dye plant
13 Become
indistinct
14 Shade tree
15 Rare gas
17 Attack
19 Rich and
elaborate
meals
21 No ifs, - or
buts
22 Parks for
wild animals
24 Gym course,
for short
25 In addition
26 Slender finial
27 Come full 29 Article
31 -soda
32 Diphthong
33 Loggia ID
34 Ms. Pegples
35 Symbol for
thonum
36 Vital organ
IMII3

38 River in
Germany
39 Anais40 - hoc
41 Gala event
(slang)
42 Greek deity
44 Scandinavian
monetary
units
46 Elderly
person
48 Build
51 Gravel ridge
52 Years: Sp.
54 Brother of
Jacob
55 Holiday suffix
56 Yields to
authority
57 Tamansk salt
tree

DOWN
1 Slate-cutting
tool
2 Chemical
suffix
3 Thin metal
4 Medicinal
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19
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En

plants
5 Entertainer
King
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court
8 Three (pref )
9 Word with
truck or wave
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Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
I
L yr.

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

Local Mail
(Calloway. Graves & Marshall

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00
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SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Pressure builds. Everyone wants
something. Confusion replaces organization. Stop. Ask for help. Scorpio might
be an unusually resourceful sign, but it
too has its limns. A boss or higher-up
works with you. seeking amiable solutions. Bingo. Tonight: Go along with
another's plans.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** Take your time and avoid rushing at
all costs. Mistakes easily occur if you
don't dot your i's and cross your t's. Sag
likes to absorb and disseminate information. What would be better is to concentrate. Curb socializing for now. Tonight
Do errands on the way home
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
*** What appears to be a wonderfully
creative business venture easily could
spell disaster. Don't sign any papers, yet
creatively clear your desk. Avoid financial matters until tomorrow. A child or
loved one declares his expectations
Now, it is your call. Tonight: This is not
the time to take emotional risks, miler.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
*** A whirlwind surrounds you wherever you go. Others misread your
actions. Be clear even if it means slowing
down for a while. Don't become
annoyed: rather, simply work with others. Deal with the basics. It is not the
time to get caught up in theories.
Tonight: Opt for calm..
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Someone in your life could be
tightly wound. You might even be this
person. Relax and avoid fussing so
much. Speak to others calmly. Be as
prompt as possible when returning your
calls. Clear out work and leave early. if
possible. Tonight: Your usual Friday'
night ntuals.
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PEANUTS

years July 30.
Births reported include a girl to.
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Downs and:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dorse Cro-:
ley, July 29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.:
Jimmy Ricketts, July 30; a girl to:
Mr. and Mrs. Hughie G. Lawson,
Aug. I. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Gooch. Aug. 2.
Forty years ago
All Calloway County schools
will open Aug. 28, according to Buron Jeffrey, superintendent. Principals will he William B. Miller, Calloway County High; Charlie Lassiter, Almo, Franklin Jones, Faxon,
Baxter Wheatley, Hazel, M.B.
Rogers, Kirksey, Raymond Story;
Lynn Grove, and Otis Lovins. New
Concord.
Fire destroyed the home and
contents of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Yearry and their three small children the night of Aug. 5. The home
was located northwest of New Concord.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Holt, July 1.
Fifty years ago
Almost 500 youngsters have
been crowding the campus of Murray State College this week for the
annual camp of Purchase-Tradewater 4-H. Club. Twelve counties are
represented.
Pvt. Lynn C. Wilkerson is serving with the First Calvary Division
in Korea.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cunningham and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Duncan, Aug. 6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Harrod, Aug. 7.

Horoscopes
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LOOKING BACK

Together you might be able to
convince the board that hired
the coach to dismiss him. If
that's not possible, rather than
allowing your son to be humiliated, consider taking him out of
baseball for a year and involving him in another activity he
will enjoy and at which he can
excel.
P.S. I agree with you that
making a child run laps as a
punishment is counterproductive. Depending on the child's
health, it could also be damaging or even fatal.

DEAR ABBY: I have five children and am neither an overbearing
nor overly protective mother. After
reading Michelle Klein's code of conduct for children's sporting events, I
have a few comments and suggestions for coaches.
Our youngest son is 10. He was
adopted from an overseas orphanage. We took him knowing he had
some physical challenges. Last year,
I asked a tenderhearted baseball
coach to place him on a team with
younger players. He played all
season and did fine.
This year, my request was disregarded. My son is now on a team
with other 10-year-old boys. He is
not only struggling as a player, but
his self-esteem is in the cellar.
Every week, his coach prints out
each player's batting average,
number of doubles, triples, home
runs and strike-outs.(My son averages nine strike-outs and zero
runs.) After some sleepless nights, I
told the coach how damaging and
humiliating this is for my son. I
explained again about his two eye
surgeries and other disabilities.
The coach said that baseball is all
about statistics, and my son's selfesteem problem was mine to deal
with. He said he's been coaching for
12 years (his son is the No. 1
player), and he was not going to
change. My instinct is to pull my son
out of the league, but I know that
would only make him feel worse.
So, Abby, this being said, I urge
coaches to keep in mind these two
additional suggestions for the code
of conduct:
(1) Please don't have children
run laps for a lack of talent. It is
counterproductive for building the
skill they lack. (After running laps,
my son was so tired he struck out
again, and had to run laps again!)
(2) Please leave your misdirected
hormones, ego and military style at
home and remember you are coaching children - and this is a game!
PROUD OF MY SON
IN WASHINGTON
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10 - table
11 Pappas. et
al
16 Sodium
symbol
18 Author Grey
20 Watched
secretly
22 Stimulating
quality
23 Marine fish
25 TV attorney
27 Son of Adam
28 Set of
opinions
29 Directs
30 "- Bridges"
34 Closest
36 Gene
Simmons
group
37 Restricted
39 Unclothed
persons
41 Kentucky
college
42 Speed along
43 Film lioness
44 Relative of
bingo
45 Neon symbol
47 Flap
49 Coolidge
nickname
50 Before Wed
53 "A I " director
(inits.)
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1 yr

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
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$70.00
$85.00
$130.00
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IN MURRAY,KENTUCKY
(Ad on sale prices expires 8/18/01)

2001 Pontiac Aztek

2000 Buick Park Avenue

2001 Cadillac Sdn DeVille

1996 Jeep Country

Stk #X I 118

Stk #C0019B, 1 Owner

New Stk #C 1016, MSRP $42,450

Stk #X1096A, Leather,4x4, Real Nice

SAVE BIG $

I 7,975

GREAT PRICE

$23,900

SELL FOR

$9,899

$35,999

1982 Chevrolet Scottsdale

2000 Buick Century

1993 Chevrolet Pickup

1998 Chevrolet S-10

Stk #X1090AA, Restoration - Wood
Hauler or Farm Truck

Stk #X1119A,29,000 Miles, Equipped

Stk #P 1004B

Stk #X 1078, 24,000 Miles,Automatic

ONLY $

CALL NOW!

1994 Pontiac Grd Am- Cpe
Stk #X0 177A, Great First Car!

I 2,999

REAL NICE TRUCK

CALL ON THIS TODAY!

$6,900

1997 Cadillac SeVille

1997 Jeep Grd Cherokke Laredo

1998 Mazda B2500

Stk #C 1025A, Luxury and Loaded

Stk #X1I20, Xtra Sharp & Clean

44,000 MILES

Stk #X1090A,Sharp Wheels,
Tool Box & Xtra Nice

TODAY ONLY $13,600

45,000 MILES

Wow $5,850

1997 Chevrolet S-I 0 Blazer LT

1993 Cadillac Sdn DeVille

1994 Chevrolet Astro Conversion

Stk #X I 058A

Stk #X0037A,Want A Cadillac

Stk #P I 035A

COMPARE AT $13,900

NOW

$4,444

GREAT TRAVELING

$5,999

11
BM Blackburn
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